What an exciting time.

Have you noticed our new look? We’re very excited to be unveiling a creative redesign this MIPCOM, one that better aligns with all of the exciting new adventures that Blue Ant Media is undertaking. 2019 has been a banner year for expansion as we’ve continued to grow our channel, production studios and distribution businesses around the world. Recent announcements such as Blue Ant Studios being commissioned to produce ‘Canada’s Drag Race’ and Travel Channel US and our own T+E’s big budget co-production ‘Witches of Salem’ are among some of the marquee titles making their debut.

But so much of our success can be attributed to our growing network of partners. We are grateful to have these opportunities in a competitive market, and we hope to continue to encourage the most creativity in content, business and deal-making. Thank you all, and we hope that you enjoy our new look and our new offering of over 300 new stories across all genres!
The Witches of Salem

THE WITCHES OF SALEM is a docu-drama that unravels the hysteria that unfolded during the Salem witch trials, and led to the execution of 20 women in an affluent New England community. Stories of possession by the devil led to mass arrests, sensational trials and even public hangings in the town square. THE WITCHES OF SALEM is a real-life horror story - with young teenage girls tragically accused and convicted by the shadowy adults lurking in the background. The series draws on extensive historical documents and court records to bring this gripping drama to life. Sociologists, psychologists, and cultural historians also illustrate how communities are still susceptible to the same hysteria today.

4 x 60’ HD

DOCU-DRAMA, HISTORY, PARANORMAL
Original Broadcaster: Travel & T+E
Producer: Saloon Media in assoc. with Talos Films
The Killer in My Family

THE KILLER IN MY FAMILY is a gripping series that examines crimes through the lens of the killer’s family members. Mixing the horrific details of the crimes committed with the sometimes happy memories, each episode charts the killer's horrific descent from family member to murderer from a very personal point of view.

6 x 60’ HD CRIME
Original Broadcaster: UKTV
Producer: Woodcut Media

Our Toughest Cases

Murder and violent sexual attacks; there are certain crimes that take their toll on even the most experienced of officers. In this series, we hear from the officers who relive the toughest cases they've ever faced and provide first-hand insight into cases that had seismic repercussions and shook entire communities to their core.

6 x 60’ HD CRIME, INVESTIGATION
Original Broadcaster: Discovery Quest Red
Producer: Woodcut Media
Fraud Squad: The Hunt

The hunt is on, as we follow a team of investigators whose job is to catch and convict anyone with their hand in the UK’s public purse. Featuring a fraudster leading a double life, a multi-million pound scam targeting the disabled, and even a dishonest headmaster creating a sex dungeon using school funds - we uncover the biggest and most shocking cases of theft from public coffers and see exactly what it takes to combat what is now the biggest crime in Britain - costing over £110 billion a year.

15 x 60’ HD
CRIME, INVESTIGATION
Original Broadcaster: BBC
Producer: Brown Bob Productions

See No Evil

SEE NO EVIL is a ground-breaking series about how real crimes are solved with the help of surveillance cameras. Police reveal how CCTV footage has unlocked the answer to cases that otherwise might have remained unsolved - leaving dangerous killers at large. The series features real footage and dramatic reconstructions, combined with first hand testimony from police, witnesses and families.

16 x 60’ HD
CRIME, INVESTIGATION
Original Broadcaster: Investigation Discovery US
Producer: Arrow Media & Saloon Media

Cold Valley

It started in the late 1970s when five local youth mysteriously vanished. Worried parents began walking their kids to school and keeping them indoors after dark. Then, someone found body parts, wrapped in black garbage bags and floating in a river. Lewis-Clark Valley police feared they had a serial killer on their hands but soon the case went cold. Now, Detective Jackie Nichols is on the case and she’s determined to get justice.

4 x 60’ HD | 2 x 120’ HD
CRIME, INVESTIGATION
Original Broadcaster: Investigation Discovery US & UKTV
Producer: Pixcom Productions & Saloon Media
Fred & Rose West: House of Horrors

Twenty-five years ago the UK watched aghast as police recovered the remains of nine women and girls from a house in Gloucester owned by Fred and Rose West. The victims of the serial killers, including one of their daughters, had been dismembered and buried with evidence of torture. FRED & ROSE WEST: HOUSE OF HORRORS sheds new light on the relationship between the Wests, uncovers the truth of Rose’s part in the crimes and reveals the tragic aftermath of the devastating case.

1 x 60’ HD
CRIME, INVESTIGATION
Original Broadcaster: ITV
Producer: Blink Films

BTK: A Killer Among Us

The terrible legacy of Dennis Rader - better known as the serial killer BTK for Bind, Torture, Kill - spanned three decades before he was finally captured and incarcerated. Many are familiar with the essential story of who he was, who he killed and how he was captured. Far fewer realize just how deep his depravity ran, are aware of what influences shaped his twisted mind, or understand how profoundly his crimes affected his family. BTK: A KILLER AMONG US, is an in depth look at the entirety of his horrible legacy.

2 x 60’ HD
CRIME, INVESTIGATION
Original Broadcaster: Investigation Discovery US
Producer: Cream Productions

To Catch a Killer

Detective Mike Arntfield leads a squad of tech-savvy civilians as they work to solve horrific cold cases. Each episode introduces a different crime, as Arntfield and his team use fresh eyes and advanced tools in their quest to solve these longstanding mysteries and bring closure to the victims’ families.

8 x 60’ HD
CRIME, INVESTIGATION
Original Broadcaster: OWN
Producer: Ocean Entertainment
## I Didn’t Do It

Narrated by Chris Noth, I DIDN’T DO IT tells the untold stories of innocent people who must, after their exoneration, try to pick up the shreds of their life after spending years in prison. Throughout each episode, the desperate search is on for the real perpetrator behind the crime. After spending years in prison. And throughout each episode, the desperate search is on for the real perpetrator behind the crime.

**7 x 60’ HD**  
CRIME, HUMAN INTEREST  
Original Broadcaster: Investigation Discovery US  
Producer: Lively Media

## Murder U

MURDER U offers an investigation of terrifying tales of murder and mayhem on college campuses, captured through dramatic reenactments and firsthand testimonials.

**6 x 60’ HD**  
CRIME, INVESTIGATION  
Original Broadcaster: Investigation Discovery US & T+E  
Producer: Cream Productions

## Women on the Force

Capturing the stories of the women on the West Yorkshire Police force, this gripping series follows the unexpected twists and turns of one week on the job. With Frontline policing tougher than ever, WOMEN ON THE FORCE gives insight into the demands the job can place on their lives – both on duty and at home.

**6 x 60’ HD**  
OB-DOC, ACTION, CRIME  
Original Broadcaster: W (UKTV)  
Producer: Flint TV & Lambent Productions
**My Worst Nightmare**

MY WORST NIGHTMARE explores people’s most harrowing recurring nightmares and brings them to life in vivid detail. Combining cinematic nightmare recreations with captivating true accounts and expert analysis, the series offers a twist on the familiar paranormal encounter genre, and will have viewers thinking twice about turning out the lights before bed.

10 x 60' HD
PARANORMAL
Original Broadcaster: T+E
Producer: Pixcom Productions

---

**UFOs: The Lost Evidence**

Chilling accounts of current and former government officials, pilots, astronauts and astrophysicists reveal new evidence of UFO contact ranging from deep space to our deep seas. UFOs: THE LOST EVIDENCE will shed light on an unsettling possibility... that man’s contact with UFOs is deeper and more far-reaching than ever imagined. Why are they here? Is there a master plan?

16 x 60' HD
PARANORMAL
Original Broadcaster: Travel Channel
Producer: Megalmedia
Paranormal Survivor
Do you believe in ghosts, poltergeists, and demons? PARANORMAL SURVIVOR will take you through terrifying real-life encounters with the supernatural. Hear from those who’ve faced these feared spirits and watch dramatic recreations that lure people back to the scenes of these harrowing confrontations.

50 x 60’ HD
PARANORMAL
Original Broadcaster: T+E
Producer: Our House Media

Haunted Case Files
Leading ghost hunters and mediums unseal the case files to their most terrifying investigations. Each episode of HAUNTED CASE FILES features a story from three different paranormal investigation groups, retold through interviews, actual recordings, and dramatic re-enactments of these paranormal events.

29 x 60’ HD
PARANORMAL
Original Broadcaster: Destination America & T+E
Producer: Our House Media

The Scariest Night of My Life
Ordinary people relive frightening encounters during the scariest night of their lives.

13 x 60’ HD
PARANORMAL
Original Broadcaster: UKTV & T+E
Producer: Our House Media

Boogeymen
Urban legends come to life as we explore real-life experiences in some spooky places.

26 x 60’ HD
PARANORMAL
Original Broadcaster: Evasion
Producer: CMJ Productions

National Park Secrets & Legends
Horrific tragedies and occult murders are some of the stories in the scariest series on television.

20 x 30’ HD
PARANORMAL
Original Broadcaster: Travel Channel & T+E
Producer: Galafilm

Evil Encounters
Ghosts to aliens to Bigfoot, we explore three stories of contact with sinister entities in the outdoors.

12 x 60’ HD
PARANORMAL
Original Broadcaster: T+E
Producer: Cream Productions
The Bryk Retreat

Designer Danielle Bryk is pulled in to take over the renovation and transformation of the family lake house, a project that is already over budget and behind schedule. Now Danielle has to deal with a new crew, family demands, and tight timelines, all while delivering stunning style and beautiful designs for a cherished family home.

7 x 30’ HD
PROPERTY, RENOVATION
Original Broadcaster: Cottage Life
Producer: Saloon Media

Coolest Places to Stay

With the popularity of short-term rentals booming, COOLEST PLACES TO STAY takes a look at beautiful and unique homes, and the homeowners who have figured out how to use handcrafted touches and stylized décor to turn their bedrooms into boutique, and moneymaking, hotels.

6 x 30’ HD
LIFESTYLE, PROPERTY
Original Broadcaster: Makeful
Producer: Architect Films
**FACTUAL ENTERTAINMENT**

**Designer and television personality Sarah Richardson** is back with her most ambitious series yet: a year-long project designing and building an off-the-grid family home in the country. Follow Sarah, her husband and two young daughters as they build a dream home meant to last for generations. Together, they marry sustainable living with Sarah’s signature style, resulting in a forever home filled with innovative materials and beautiful designs.

**12 x 60’ HD**  
PROPERTY, RENOVATION  
Original Broadcaster: HGTV  
Producer: Alibi Entertainment

---

**Lakefront Luxury**

Nothing beats life on the lake. LAKEFRONT LUXURY is the ultimate escape from the hustle and bustle of the daily grind with stunning views, gorgeous waterfronts, and serene sunsets. With unlimited budgets and endless wish-lists, each episode takes you on a tour of three opulent properties, as potential buyers weigh their options and ultimately decide which home is the one for them.

**20 x 30’ HD**  
LIFESTYLE, PROPERTY  
Original Broadcaster: Bravo & Cottage Life  
Producer: Architect Films

---

**Great Escapes with Colin and Justin**

Designers Colin McAllister and Justin Ryan explore the North American wilderness to discover what lengths people will go to in order to create their perfect city escape. From hidden island cabins, to log lodges and eco homes, GREAT ESCAPES WITH COLIN AND JUSTIN examines architecturally significant dream homes.

**8 x 30’ HD**  
HOME, ARCHITECTURE  
Original Broadcaster: Cottage Life  
Producer: Architect Films

---

**Sarah Off the Grid**

Designer and television personality Sarah Richardson is back with her most ambitious series yet: a year-long project designing and building an off-the-grid family home in the country. Follow Sarah, her husband and two young daughters as they build a dream home meant to last for generations. Together, they marry sustainable living with Sarah’s signature style, resulting in a forever home filled with innovative materials and beautiful designs.

**8 x 30’ HD**  
LIFESTYLE, PROPERTY  
Original Broadcaster: Bravo & Cottage Life  
Producer: Architect Films

---

**20 x 30’ HD**  
PROPERTY, RENOVATION  
Original Broadcaster: HGTV  
Producer: Alibi Entertainment
Real Potential
A triple threat of real estate, renovation and remodeling, REAL POTENTIAL host Sarah Richardson takes prospective buyers on a tour of three places, each with a sale-stopping disaster. With her know-how and advice, Sarah helps the buyers see past the flaws and reveals each home’s potential.

Sarah 101
SARAH 101 is a dynamic back-to-basics crash course in design! Award winning host Sarah Richardson shares her expert tips and tricks to help solve your design dilemmas big and small.

Sarah’s House
Follow Sarah Richardson as she conceives, plans and renos a fixer-upper house from start to finish.

Sarah’s Summer Rental
Sarah Richardson has six short weeks to renovate an old family summer house for rental.

Sarah’s Summer House
Sarah tackles the renovation of her own weekend getaway home on SARAH’S SUMMER HOUSE.

Sarah’s Holiday Party
You’re invited to Sarah’s Christmas party, packed with tips for gifts, decorating and cooking!
**Design Inc.**
We tear back the curtain on the high stakes world of interior design. DESIGN INC. has no script!

13 x 30’ HD | 53 x 30’ SD | 2 x 60’ SD Specials
LIFESTYLE, PROPERTY
Original Broadcaster: HGTV
Producer: SRH Productions

**Room Service**
ROOM SERVICE gives inspiration for interior design and making your own home better.

91 x 30’ SD | 3 x 60’ SD Specials
LIFESTYLE, PROPERTY
Original Broadcaster: HGTV
Producer: SRH Productions

**Family Renovation**
FAMILY RENOVATION follows a family that is living in their house while undergoing a renovation.

23 x 30’ HD
LIFESTYLE, PROPERTY
Original Broadcaster: HGTV
Producer: Ocean Entertainment

**Homewreckers**
Kristi Hansen’s tough-love approach to home improvement leaves viewers wanting more!

13’ x 30’ HD
LIFESTYLE, HOME, DIY
Original Broadcaster: W
Producer: Fusion Television

**Candice Tells All**
Candice Olson shares design ideas that can be applied to any home and reveal its true potential!

78 x 30’ HD
LIFESTYLE, PROPERTY
Original Broadcaster: HGTV
Producer: Fusion Television

**100 Day Renovation**
Hamish Dodd is ambitiously renovating a heritage vacation home in just 100 days.

8 x 60’ 4K & HD
HOME, RENOVATION
Original Broadcaster: PRIME (NZ)
Producer: Stripe Media

**100 Day Bach**
Hamish is ready to build a home of his own - with big dreams, a small budget and only 100 days!

13’ x 30 HD
LIFESTYLE, HOME, DIY
Original Broadcaster: W
Producer: Fusion Television

**Dirty Business**
DIRTY BUSINESS transforms barren outdoor spaces into unique, stylish getaways to be proud of!

26 x 30’ HD
PROPERTY, HOME
Original Broadcaster: HGTV
Producer: Primevista Television

**New Season**
Brojects in the House

In BROJECTS, brothers Kevin and Andrew are masters of extreme renovations. Brotherly teasing and one-upmanship is par for the course as they turn their dock into a bowling alley or construct the ultimate resort-inspired swim up bar – all in an effort to create the ultimate summer weekend.

FORMAT AVAILABLE

39 x 30’ HD
LIFESTYLE, PROPERTY
Original Broadcaster: Cottage Life
Producer: Farmhouse Productions

26 x 30’ HD
LIFESTYLE, PROPERTY
Original Broadcaster: Cottage Life
Producer: Farmhouse Productions

Brojects: Built for the Weekend

Building brothers Kevin and Andrew take their fun and creative ideas on the road. Every episode, they build a one-of-a-kind outdoor project that transforms a young family’s lake home into the ideal cool weekend retreat - everything from outdoor living rooms and floating movie theatres to post-and-beam hammock lounges and custom firepits. From conception to the big reveal, each build arrives at its final destination in entertaining style.

FORMAT AVAILABLE

6 x 30’ HD
LIFESTYLE, PROPERTY
Original Broadcaster: GAC & Cottage Life
Producer: Farmhouse Productions
What’s for Sale?
Escape from the hustle and bustle of daily life and watch as buyers tour three vacation properties.

39 x 30’ HD FORMAT AVAILABLE
LIFESTYLE, PROPERTY
Original Broadcaster: Cottage Life
Producer: Blue Ant Studios

Decked Out
Paul Lafrance designs and constructs impressive outdoor decks and beautiful backyard spaces.

50 x 30’ HD LIFESTYLE, PROPERTY
Original Broadcaster: HGTV
Producer: Architect Films

Disaster Decks
Paul Lafrance saves homeowners by helping rebuild their DIY disaster decks - and their pride.

37 x 30’ HD LIFESTYLE, PROPERTY
Original Broadcaster: HGTV
Producer: Architect Films

What’s for Sale?...With a View
From vineyards to mountains, tour three properties with incredible, jaw-dropping views.

26 x 30’ HD FORMAT AVAILABLE
LIFESTYLE, PROPERTY
Original Broadcaster: Cottage Life
Producer: Blue Ant Studios

Custom Built
See one-of-a-kind designs - from custom kitchens and bathrooms to poker tables.

26 x 30’ HD LIFESTYLE, PROPERTY
Original Broadcaster: HGTV
Producer: Architect Films

Deck Wars
Two teams face off in a battle to build an elaborate deck - with Paul Lafrance picking a winner.

12 x 60’ HD LIFESTYLE, PROPERTY
Original Broadcaster: HGTV
Producer: Architect Films

Lake Docks & Decks
Our contractors build the perfect design for families at the lake or couples at a resort getaway.

8 x 30’ HD LIFESTYLE, PROPERTY
Original Broadcaster: GAC & Cottage Life
Producer: Blue Ant Studios

Home Made
HOME MADE explores the most unusual homes, designed with fascinating architecture.

26 x 60’ HD FORMAT AVAILABLE
LIFESTYLE, PROPERTY
Original Broadcaster: Evasion
Producer: CMJ Productions
My Retreat

My RETREAT takes you inside unique cabins on the most scenic shorelines and mountainsides.

26 x 30’ HD
LIFESTYLE, PROPERTY
Original Broadcaster: Cottage Life
Producer: Blue Ant Studios

Reno My Reno

Carpenter Dave Depencier steps in to help a homeowner’s DIY reno mistake by the lake!

13 x 30’ HD
LIFESTYLE, PROPERTY
Original Broadcaster: Cottage Life
Producer: Mountain Road Productions

Critical Listing

The CRITICAL LISTING team picks reno projects to increase a home’s value and help sell it quickly!

6 x 30’ HD
FORMAT AVAILABLE
PROPERTY, HOME
Original Broadcaster: HGTV
Producer: Primevista Television

Live Here, Buy This

We tantalize homeowners with properties in paradise that match the cost of their current home.

52 x 30’ HD
FORMAT AVAILABLE
LIFESTYLE, PROPERTY
Original Broadcaster: HGTV
Producer: JV Productions

Decks, Docks and Gazebos

Jason Lake shows how renovating a cabin is different than a house - from beginning to completion.

26 x 30’ HD
LIFESTYLE, HOME
Original Broadcaster: Cottage Life
Producer: Blue Ant Studios

Paul Brandt’s Build it Forward

A deserving family gets a new home, then builds a home in another country. Paul Brandt hosts.

7 x 60’ HD
HOME, REALITY
Original Broadcaster: CMT
Producer: Corkscrew Media

Buy Herself

Sandra Rinomato advises women on buying a home and preparing for home ownership – BUY HERSELF.

14 x 30’ HD
FORMAT AVAILABLE
LIFESTYLE, PROPERTY
Original Broadcaster: HGTV
Producer: Enter The Picture

Reno vs. Relocate

Homeowners must choose at the start whether to reno or relocate, making all episodes a surprise.

26 x 30’ HD
FORMAT AVAILABLE
HOME, RENOVATION
Original Broadcaster: HGTV
Producer: Mandolin Media
Best Cake Wins

How do you make a child’s most awesome birthday cake a reality? By letting two cake-masters design a confectionary delight based on the child’s own colourful drawings. Our expert bakers are tested to their limit as they create complex and intricate birthday cakes for the most demanding judges of them all: young kids with wild imaginations! Watch as the competition unfolds and the BEST CAKE WINS.

FORMAT AVAILABLE
20 x 30’ HD
COMPETITION, FOOD
Original Broadcaster: Makeful & BYUtv
Producer: Architect Films

John Torode’s Middle East

Chef John Torode goes on an incredible journey to track down the best food in the Middle East - hunting down the most inspiring local cooks and discovering the distinctive flavours of each country’s cuisine. Cooking on location with local chefs, each episode sees John recreate three sumptuous dishes. JOHN TORODE’S MIDDLE EAST is a gorgeous gastronomic exploration of the region’s most dazzling destinations.

FORMAT AVAILABLE
10 x 30’ HD
FOOD, TRAVEL
Original Broadcaster: Good Food (UKTV)
Producer: Blink Films
Sugar Showdown

SUGAR SHOWDOWN is a fun and intense competition series that celebrates all things sweet and delicious. Three expert bakers create desserts that incorporate one mystery ingredient. After three distinguished judges eliminate one competitor, the finalists must make creations based on a theme. One baker will be crowned the champion, winning bragging rights and $10,000.

FORMAT AVAILABLE

34 x 30' HD
LIFESTYLE, FOOD
Original Broadcaster: Food Network
Producer: Architect Films

Donut Showdown

Welcome to the most intense donut-making competition on the planet. Three expert donut-makers work with strange ingredients and difficult challenges to compete for a cash prize in this ultra-tough food competition series. The internationally acclaimed group of celebrity food judges includes David Rocco, Zane Caplansky and many more.

FORMAT AVAILABLE

40 x 30' HD
LIFESTYLE, FOOD
Original Broadcaster: Food Network
Producer: Architect Films

The Know-It-All Guide To...

From the robot that measures the crunch of a Dorito, to the fascinating Scoville Heat scale that accurately measures the spiciness of your hot sauce, THE KNOW-IT-ALL GUIDE TO... uncovers all of the “are you kidding me?” facts, tricks, and taste-science that make our favourite foods so irresistible.

FORMAT AVAILABLE

12 x 30’ HD
LIFESTYLE, FOOD
Original Broadcaster: FYI & Makeful
Producer: CMJ Productions
### Good Taste: South Asian
Chef Aman Adatia takes us on an exotic culinary journey as he reinvents an array of classic South Asian dishes. Episode themes range from “Bollywood Movie Night” to “Bangladeshi Cuisine”.

**FORMAT AVAILABLE**

| 50 x 30' HD | LIFESTYLE, FOOD | Original Broadcaster: OMNI | Producer: Spotlight Productions |

### Good Taste: Chinese
Host Ching Li takes audiences on a cultural excursion as she explores the best in Chinese cuisine while putting her own spin on fusion dishes and family favourites.

**FORMAT AVAILABLE**

| 50 x 30' HD | LIFESTYLE, FOOD | Original Broadcaster: OMNI | Producer: Spotlight Productions |

### Rebel Without a Kitchen
Matt Basile hits the road on a culinary adventure, offering his own take on local cuisine.

**26 x 30' HD** | FORMAT AVAILABLE | LIFESTYLE, FOOD | Original Broadcaster: T+E | Producer: General Purpose Entertainment |

### Fish of the Day
This series explores stunning Pacific locations and turns local seafood into culinary creations.

**18 x 30' 4K | 30 x 30' HD** | LIFESTYLE, FOOD | Original Broadcaster: Choice TV | Producer: Wild Film |

### Home Chef to Pro Chef
This series gives one lucky amateur chef the opportunity to run a restaurant for a day.

**14 x 30' HD** | FORMAT AVAILABLE | LIFESTYLE, FOOD | Original Broadcaster: Makeful | Producer: Our House Media |

### Ice Cold Cash
A trivia show where the host rides his ice cream bike, looking for participants on his game show!

**28 x 30' HD** | FORMAT AVAILABLE | LIFESTYLE, TRANSACTIONAL, GAME SHOW | Original Broadcaster: Food Network | Producer: Architect Films |
**Divine Life**

*DIVINE LIFE* is a gorgeous tour through the world’s most exclusive vineyards.

**13 x 30’ HD | 47 x 30’ SD**  
LIFESTYLE, FOOD  
Original Broadcaster: VIVA  
Producer: Corkscrew Media

---

**Spice Goddess**

*SPICE GODDESS* uses fresh ingredients, herbs and spices to add pizzazz to delicious Indian meals.

**26 x 30’ HD**  
LIFESTYLE, FOOD  
Original Broadcaster: Food Network  
Producer: Ocean Entertainment

---

**The Surreal Gourmet**

Chef Bob travels in his Toastermobile, showing party hosts how to create the perfect meal.

**65 x 30’ SD**  
FORMAT AVAILABLE  
FOOD, COOKING  
Original Broadcaster: Food Network  
Producer: Salad Daze Production

---

**Crash My Kitchen**

Our professional team take over home kitchens, giving cooks a crash course in cooking for company.

**13 x 30’ SD**  
FORMAT AVAILABLE  
FOOD  
Original Broadcaster: Food Network  
Producer: Flash in The Pan Productions

---

**Taste of the Country**

The South Pond Farms team create rustic-chic events to bring their clients’ party dreams to life.

**13 x 30’ HD**  
LIFESTYLE, DESIGN  
Original Broadcaster: Makeful  
Producer: Blue Ant Studios

---

**Fearless in the Kitchen**

Christine Cushing transforms terrible cooks into fearless chefs who can whip up tasty treats!

**39 x 30’ HD**  
LIFESTYLE, FOOD  
Original Broadcaster: Food Network  
Producer: Fusion Television

---

**It’s Just Food**

IT’S JUST FOOD is a back-to-basics guide that demonstrates the ABCs of preparing a home meal.

**39 x 30’ SD**  
FORMAT AVAILABLE  
LIFESTYLE, FOOD  
Original Broadcaster: VIVA  
Producer: Corkscrew Media

---

**Savoir Faire**

SAVOIR FAIRE is the guide to entertaining for life’s occasions, in a fun and stress-free way.

**78 x 30’ SD | 6 x 60’ SD Specials**  
LIFESTYLE, HOME, FOOD  
Original Broadcaster: HGTV  
Producer: Primevista Television
**Unboxed**

Celebrity designer Nikki Chu surprises lucky fans with amazing transformations of their tired spaces into stunning forward-trending designs. Before the makeover can begin, the fan must pick from two mystery boxes, each containing a different set of inspirational items. Once a decision is made, participants must leave their home and all the design decisions to Nikki. Watch to see Nikki’s original and gorgeous designs UNBOXED.

**FORMAT AVAILABLE**

16 x 30’ HD  
LIFESTYLE, HOME  
Original Broadcaster: Aspire  
Producer: Our House Media

---

**Crazy Beautiful Weddings**

Your love story isn’t the same as anyone else’s. So why should your wedding be? Lynzie Kent - the self-described “anti-wedding” wedding planner - takes inspiration in a couple’s love story and creates unique and jaw-dropping celebrations, where the room can feel like an art installation or the party like performance art. Each episode will reveal the execution of one amazing wedding and bring viewers to tears as they marvel in an event designed around a great love story.

**FORMAT AVAILABLE**

20 x 30’ HD  
LIFESTYLE, DIY  
Original Broadcaster: Makeful & UPtv  
Producer: Blue Ant Studios

---

**Brides of Beverly Hills**

BRIDES OF BEVERLY HILLS follows the antics of bridal store owner Renée Strauss and her colourful team of stylists as they navigate the dramatic personalities and extravagant demands of rich and famous Beverly Hills brides.

**FORMAT AVAILABLE**

28 x 30’ HD  
LIFESTYLE, FASHION  
Original Broadcaster: Slice Network  
Producer: HeartHat Entertainment
**Holiday Makeover**

Expert holiday planners offer homemade crafting, decorating, and baking tips to people in need of help designing a special occasion. Whether it’s Valentine’s Day, Mother’s Day or Father’s Day, the team creates bespoke DIY events suitable for craft lovers around the world.

6 x 30’ HD  
LIFESTYLE, DESIGN, DIY  
Original Broadcaster: Makeful  
Producer: Blue Ant Studios

---

**Post My Party**

Event planner Lynzie Kent guides a lucky party host through a series of handmade projects as they DIY their way through some of the most creative Pinterest-inspired party designs to create an event that no one will forget!

6 x 30’ HD  
LIFESTYLE, DESIGN  
Original Broadcaster: Makeful  
Producer: General Purpose Entertainment

---

**Style By Jury**

STYLE BY JURY is a makeover series where willing participants allow a group of strangers to comment on their appearance. Over the course of seven days our makeover candidates get transformed from the inside out, before facing the jury for one final judgement.

FORMAT AVAILABLE

---

**Broke and Famous**

With agents and managers mismanaging accounts, friends and relatives looking for hand-outs, and an increasing appetite for the finer things in life, it’s no wonder celebrities find themselves in financial crisis. BROKE AND FAMOUS tells the incredible real-life stories of how stars and their fortunes can be easily parted.

10 x 60’ HD  
ENTERTAINMENT  
Original Broadcaster: Reelz  
Producer: Our House Media

---

184 x 30’ | 2 x 60’ SD  
LIFESTYLE, FASHION  
Original Broadcaster: W Network  
Producer: HeartHat Entertainment

---

**Holiday Makeover**

**Post My Party**

**Style By Jury**

**Broke and Famous**
**Guilty Rich**

GUILTY RICH brings viewers access to excess like never before. Focused exclusively on stories where the uber-rich are in some way guilty, every episode pulls the curtain back on the money and privileged mentality that fueled each crime.

**Famous Feuds**

Celebrity feuds blow up on social media faster than anything else, and the current crop of stars seem more than happy to oblige. With an engaging mix of celebrity footage, punchy voice over, and recreations, FAMOUS FEUDS dishes up the shocking details surrounding Hollywood's most public celebrity spats.

**Celebrity Damage Control**

With commentary from public relations experts, pop culture examiners and lawyers, CELEBRITY DAMAGE CONTROL puts a spotlight on Hollywood's most notorious scandals. From driving under the influence and shoplifting, to battery charges and soliciting prostitution, we take a look at the moments before the fall, and find out what some stars did to survive the upheaval.

**Celebrity Legacies**

Investigating the estates left behind by some of Hollywood's hottest celebs. Who tried to lay claims to the fortune - and who actually won? Which stars really died penniless, and who inherited their debts? Watch as the drama unfolds, and find out which celebrities are still making the "highest-paid" lists years after their death.

---

**6 x 60' HD**

**CRIME, INVESTIGATION**

Original Broadcaster: Investigation Discovery US
Producer: CMJ Productions

**26 x 60' HD**

**ENTERTAINMENT**

Original Broadcaster: Reelz
Producer: CMJ Productions

---

**26 x 60' HD**

**ENTERTAINMENT**

Original Broadcaster: Reelz
Producer: Our House Media
Collision Course

Every accident has its consequences. But when a celebrity is involved, the aftershock ripples in ways no one can predict. Each episode of COLLISION COURSE dives into the scene of a car crash involving an iconic celebrity, and offers a moment-by-moment examination of the key factors that resulted in fatalities or life-changing injuries.

12 x 60’ HD
ENTERTAINMENT
Original Broadcaster: Reelz
Producer: Muse Entertainment

---

Rich Kids Go Homeless

Today’s rich kids live a life of luxury that most of us can only dream of. In this six-part series the wealthy and molly-coddled swap their pampered and lavish lives to sleep rough on the pavements of London. They want to prove that it’s possible to escape homelessness for good in just three nights. With nothing but a sleeping bag, the rich kids will have their eyes opened and quickly discover what it’s really like to be poor and homeless.

FORMAT AVAILABLE

6 x 60’ HD
REALITY
Original Broadcaster: 5STAR
Producer: Zeppelin Films
Old School for Lazy Kids

Ageism is rife in youth-obsessed Britain, where old age is seen as a process of decay and under-25s hold the most negative attitudes towards aging. In OLD SCHOOL FOR Lazy Kids entitled and unambitious 20-somethings move in with surprisingly active senior citizens. Can the younger generation learn from those that have walked their path before them? Will this experience force them to improve their own unambitious lives and to think more about their futures?

FORMAT AVAILABLE

4 x 60' HD
REALITY
Original Broadcaster: 5STAR
Producer: Zeppelin Films

I’ve Got Something to Tell You

What if you could eavesdrop on people’s conversations as they bare their souls? Hosted by Amanda Holden, I’VE GOT SOMETHING TO TELL YOU shines a light on relationships as hidden cameras listen in on intimate revelations between loved ones and friends.

FORMAT AVAILABLE

6 x 60' HD
ENTERTAINMENT
Original Broadcaster: W (UKTV)
Producer: Zig Zag Productions

Expat

EXPAT takes viewers to exotic and legendary locations, where expatriates are creating new lives for themselves. These modern day explorers and long-term travellers have all faced challenges and have fascinating stories to tell. The series is about the expats - the true heroes of the show - and they are just a sampling of the ever-increasing number of people who choose to pick up their entire lives and move abroad.

FORMAT AVAILABLE

10 x 60' HD
TRAVEL, HUMAN INTEREST
Original Broadcaster: Casa TV
Producer: Authentique Productions

I Waited Too Long

Self-diagnosis – it’s become a standard practice for most of us. Often the mysterious bump or bruise goes away, but for some, ignoring an ailment ends with catastrophic consequences. This series brings to life the most dreadful cases of everyday people who could have prevented their own misfortune, if only they had visited a doctor sooner.

FORMAT AVAILABLE

14 x 60' HD
MEDICAL
Original Broadcaster: Canal Vie
Producer: Pixcom Productions
Hellfire Heroes

In the untamed wilderness, where seasonal wildfires can destroy an entire town in a single day, a special breed of firefighters risk their lives to serve and protect the people who live and work here. No matter what comes their way - from battling raging house fires, to search and rescue, saving lives on the most remote highways, or delivering a new life - no job is too big or too small for these brave HELLFIRE HEROES.

16 x 60’ HD
ACTION, OCCU-DRAMA
Original Broadcaster: Discovery Canada
Producer: Pixcom Productions

Wheels That Fail

For over 100 years, car fanatics and adrenaline addicts have been racing, pimpin’ and crashing their rides. Luckily for us, they haven’t stopped - they’ve just added video. WHEELS THAT FAIL is the ultimate on-camera compilation of the most outrageous, hilarious and dangerous misadventures on wheels.

31 x 30’ HD
AUTOMOTIVE, CLIP SHOW
Original Broadcaster: Velocity
Producer: CMJ Productions

The Weapon Hunter

Meet Paul Shull - rock ‘n’ roll promoter and expert swordsman. Joined by his experienced crack team of experts, Paul is in pursuit of North America’s finest military specimens and most collectible artifacts. He’s hellbent on finding them, and telling their remarkable stories.

12 x 60’ HD
HISTORY, TRANSACTIONAL
Original Broadcaster: Smithsonian Channel
Producer: Cream Productions
Airport: Below Zero
Go behind-the-scenes at the world’s fastest growing major airport and learn how the hardest working team in international travel manages to keep it all together. From extreme temperatures that threaten to shut down the entire airport, to strange and unusual traveller requests, follow the exploits of this 24/7 operation and see what it takes to get millions of passengers off the ground and on their way.

FORMAT AVAILABLE

10 x 60’ HD
REALITY, TRAVEL
Original Broadcaster: History
Producer: Our House Media

The Weather Files
Hurricanes. Sinkholes. Mysterious frozen jellyfish. From meteorologists and weather spotters to farmers, pilots and wilderness guides, each episode of THE WEATHER FILES pulls the viewer into the awe-inspiring accounts of professionals who are constantly in the crosshairs of Mother Nature’s path. From land to sea and the far North, these are the first-person adventures of those who deal with the unpredictability and danger of extreme and mysterious weather on a daily basis.

20 x 60’ HD
SCIENCE
Original Broadcaster: Nat Geo, Canal D, Discovery
Producer: Handel Productions & Pioneer Productions

Naked Science
Each episode of NAKED SCIENCE tackles the science of one of the biggest mysteries of our time - whether that’s looking into the anatomy of a hurricane, exploring the outbreaks of tornadoes, looking to distant planets or examining the Earth’s atmosphere. NAKED SCIENCE digs deep and below the surface of any fascinating natural phenomena.

Cabin Truckers
There’s a dream home - and there’s a dream location. CABIN TRUCKERS follows the incredible efforts of a moving team as they haul colossal cabins to remote, picturesque locations. Watch as an expert team navigates through extremely rocky, mountainous terrain, delivering precious cargo to thrilled homeowners.

26 x 30’ HD
LIFESTYLE, PROPERTY
Original Broadcaster: Cottage Life
Producer: Windfall Films

8 x 60’ HD
WEATHER
Original Broadcaster: Cottage Life
Producer: Blue Ant Studios
Backroad Bounty
See the stories of undiscovered vintage gems and their value - from antique furniture to heirlooms.

26 x 60' HD FORMAT AVAILABLE LIFESTYLE, TRANSACTIONAL
Original Broadcaster: Cottage Life
Producer: Our House Media

Extreme Collectors
Visit amazing collections in homes all across North America and find out their value.

14 x 30' HD FORMAT AVAILABLE LIFESTYLE, TRANSACTIONAL
Original Broadcaster: Slice
Producer: Architect Films

Cottage Cheese
Encounter many novelty items amongst the kitschy collectibles of lakeside residents.

13 x 30' HD LIFESTYLE, TRANSACTIONAL
Original Broadcaster: HIFI
Producer: Blue Ant Studios

Collector Showdown
Collectors face off in a battle of skill for a prize that remains a mystery until the end.

26 x 30' HD COMPETITION, TRANSACTIONAL
Original Broadcaster: HIFI
Producer: Blue Ant Studios

Collectors Candy
COLLECTORS CANDY follows three deal-makers as they pick items for clients’ collections in Africa.

10 x 60' HD LIFESTYLE, TRANSACTIONAL
Original Broadcaster: SABC
Producer: Liquid Gate TV

Endless Yard Sale Showdown
We turn bargain-hunting into a competition as teams race to find treasures and bargains.

8 x 60' HD FORMAT AVAILABLE LIFESTYLE, TRANSACTIONAL
Original Broadcaster: HGTV & Makeful
Producer: Our House Media

Bigfoot Commandos
In the Texas woods lurk giant ape-like creatures - and these woodsmen will prove that they exist.

6 x 60' HD REALITY
Original Broadcaster: Destination America & T+E
Producer: Gryphon Productions

Get Connected
Take the mystery out of tech with product reviews and how-to features to help tackle any tech!

26 x 30' HD TECHNOLOGY
Original Broadcaster: BNN
Producer: Blink Media
Nerves of Steel
Go directly into the heart of the action and see some of the world’s toughest and dangerous jobs.
8 x 60’ HD
ADVENTURE, OCCU-DRAMA
Original Broadcaster: Canal D
Producer: CMJ Productions

Risk Takers
From police to search-and-rescue, these RISK TAKERS earn their pay in ways most of us wouldn’t dare.
18 x 60’ HD
ADVENTURE
Original Broadcaster: Discovery HD Theatre
Producer: CMJ Productions

Ultimate Superbike
Join a BMW Superbike Team as they compete in the Superbike circuit and try to ride to the top.
12 x 60’ HD
ADVENTURE, SPORTS
Original Broadcaster: radX
Producer: Blue Ant Studios

Freedom Riders
FREEDOM RIDERS is a turbo-injected series celebrating biking culture, travel and motorcycles.
6 x 30’ HD
REALITY, TRAVEL
Original Broadcaster: Fox Sports
Producer: Beach House Pictures

Stunt Stars
Go behind-the-scenes on Hollywood’s biggest sets to meet the STUNT STARS who thrill us.
10 x 60’ HD
FORMAT AVAILABLE
ADVENTURE
Original Broadcaster: E!
Producer: CMJ Productions

Wild Ride
15 adventure-seeking backpackers travel by Tuk Tuk to reach Thailand’s legendary Full Moon Party.
16 x 30’ HD
ADVENTURE, REALITY, TRAVEL
Original Broadcaster: MTV
Producer: Nomadic Nation

Land Speed Heroes
From streamliners to hot rods, ride along with speed freaks as they try to set land speed records!
6 x 60’ HD
FORMAT AVAILABLE
ADVENTURE, AUTOMOBILES, SPORTS
Original Broadcaster: radX
Producer: Blue Ant Studios

Accident Investigator
ACCIDENT INVESTIGATOR is a high impact series that deconstructs fatal traffic accidents.
5 x 60’ HD / 4 x 60’ SD
FORMAT AVAILABLE
AUTOMOBILE, SCIENCE
Original Broadcaster: Discovery Health
Producer: CMJ Productions
**Off Limits**
Explore exciting locations and lifestyles - and the people who dare to tread where we shouldn’t go.

*6 x 60’ HD*
**ADVENTURE**  
Original Broadcaster: radX  
Producer: Blue Ant Studios

**Dream Chasers**
12 people get the chance to fulfill a fantasy of a lifetime, from a Serengeti safari, to golf with a PGA pro, or a terrifying ride in a supersonic fighter jet.

*7 x 30’ HD*
**REALITY**  
Original Broadcaster: Viva  
Producer: Corkscrew Media

**Employee of the Week**
Two celebrities try their hand at a “normal” job in an effort to win $5,000 for charity.

*12 x 30’ HD*
**REALITY, COMPETITION**  
Original Broadcaster: CMT  
Producer: Corkscrew Media

**Cowboys**
Meet the exciting staff, including the successful owner, at the hottest club in Calgary: Cowboys.

*2 x 30’ HD*
**REALITY, DOCU-DRAMA**  
Original Broadcaster: Rogers Media  
Producer: Corkscrew Media

**Big Life**
15 thrill-seekers brave the most extreme conditions, testing their physical and mental boundaries.

*7 x 30’ HD*
**ADVENTURE, SPORTS**  
Original Broadcaster: radX  
Producer: Blue Ant Studios

**Pit Crews**
Observe the pit crews of NASCAR and the adrenaline-seekers who keep the racing machines on the oval.

*14 x 60’ HD*
**ADVENTURE, SPORTS**  
Original Broadcaster: radX  
Producer: Blue Ant Studios

**Hélico Tout Terrain**
See life as a helicopter pilot on a mission, where pilots combine love of flying with sense of duty.

*16 x 60’ HD*
**ADVENTURE, OCCU-DRAMA**  
Original Broadcaster: Canal D  
Producer: CMJ Productions

**My Top Ten**
Tara Gaucher takes an extraordinary trip and explores a fascinating destination: Iceland.

*1 x 60’ HD*
**TRAVEL, ADVENTURE**  
Original Broadcaster: T+E  
Producer: Blue Ant Studios
ER Vets
ER VETS examines the interpersonal stories of veterinary professionals who cope with life and death situations on a daily basis, and yet still manage to embrace the deeply emotional responses of distraught pet owners. Narrated by renowned singer/songwriter Jann Arden, ER VETS leads viewers through a passionate journey marked by trauma, fear, and most often, overwhelming joy.

30 x 30' HD
REALITY, ANIMALS
Original Broadcaster: CMT
Producer: Rhino Content

Pick a Puppy
Go along for the ride as families visit various breeders, owners and animal shelters in an attempt to find the perfect puppy fit, discovering as much about themselves in the process as the breeds they’re exploring.

48 x 30' HD
LIFESTYLE, ANIMALS
Original Broadcaster: CMT
Producer: Rhino Content

Kitty 911
Frontline cat sanctuary workers help with rescues, relocations and adoptions of helpless kittens.

10 x 30' HD
LIFESTYLE, ANIMALS
Original Broadcaster: OUTtv
Producer: Convergent Entertainment

Breeder of the Pack
Take an in-depth look into dog breeding and the hard working breeders behind our beloved dogs.

13 x 30' HD
REALITY, ANIMALS
Original Broadcaster: Discovery & Animal Planet
Producer: Lively Media

Pet Heroes
PET HEROES shares stories of animal heroism through interviews with owners and re-enactments.

24 x 30' HD
LIFESTYLE, ANIMALS
Original Broadcaster: CMT
Producer: Corkscrew Media

Pet Project
Join Daisy the Boston terrier and watch stories about amazing animals and the people who love them.

30 X 30' SD Hostless | 78 X 30' SD
LIFESTYLE, ANIMALS
Original Broadcaster: Life Network
Producer: Pet Project Media
Big Cat Country

In Zambia’s Luangwa Valley, three majestic lion prides battle to lay claim to the land and protect their young - as danger lurks at every turn. As the temperature soars through the dry season, every triumph and every tragedy is on brilliant display. Can these prides beat the odds, and survive the greatest challenge of their lives?

6 x 60’ HDR, 4K & HD
NATURE, WILDLIFE
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Plimsoll Productions
Animals At Play

Across the planet, young animals spend huge amounts of time playing – but it’s a behaviour that has long been overlooked by science. Now new research reveals that play is at the heart of almost everything an animal learns. In ANIMALS AT PLAY we uncover why play is so much more than just having a good time.

2 x 60’ HDR, 4K & HD
NATURE, WILDLIFE
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Offspring Films

America’s Wild Seasons

AMERICA’S WILD SEASONS is a landmark four-part documentary series that celebrates the drama and spectacle of the American wilderness. Captured over the course of a full year, on the ground, in the air and beneath the waves to weave tales of the diverse and iconic American landscape and the distinctive wildlife that call it home. AMERICA’S WILD SEASONS tells the story of a country that is varied and extreme, where seasonal trials are as big and amplified as the land itself.

4 x 60’ 4K & HD
NATURE, WILDLIFE
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: MBM TV & Tamarin Productions
WILDLIFE RESCUE NEW ZEALAND takes viewers to the frontline of conservation, where local heroes face the trials and tribulations of rescuing and rehabilitating injured wild animals - with the hopes of releasing them back into the wild.

5 x 60’ 4K & HD

NATURE, WILDLIFE
Original Broadcaster: Choice TV
Producer: NHNZ

Gangs of Lemur Island

Feuding families, civil war, and lovers’ trysts. This is not Romeo and Juliet; this is a troop of ring-tailed lemurs leading extraordinary lives on ‘Lemur Island’. Meet the lemurs of Berenty, a spiny forest reserve in Madagascar, where the primates are obsessed with social rank and status, and have shown to be adept at adapting to survive in an environment of extremes in a changing climate. Science and behaviour intersect in the gripping GANGS OF LEMUR ISLAND.

5 x 60’ HDR, 4K & HD

NATURE, WILDLIFE
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: True To Nature
Deep Atlantic

3000 metres below surface - in the dark, cold Atlantic waters - cameraman Ken O’Sullivan captures stunning images of some of the largest animals on Earth, beautiful coral reefs, and never before filmed animal behaviours. Once regarded as the “place of the devil”, the deep waters of the Atlantic ocean are just as fascinating as they are dangerous - and DEEP ATLANTIC captures it all with the most breathtaking visuals.

2 x 60’ 4K & HD | 1 x 90’ 4K & HD
NATURE, WILDLIFE
Original Broadcaster: RTE, ZDF & ARTE
Producer: Sea Fever Productions

Dogs with Extraordinary Jobs

Dogs are smart and loyal, but they’re also equipped to do things that we humans simply cannot. DOGS WITH EXTRAORDINARY JOBS explores the stories of the incredibly important jobs our four-legged friends are undertaking across the globe.

5 x 60’ HDR, 4K & HD
NATURE, WILDLIFE
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Oxford Scientific Films
The Carpathian mountains stretch across seven European countries. Vast primeval forests, steep gorges and isolated peaks offer a vital refuge to some of the continent’s most charismatic creatures. This is a place where predators still roam wild and humans have adapted to coexist with these formidable animals.

**Carpathian Predators**

It’s one of the most dramatic events of the natural world. When a predator goes in for the kill, prey scatters, dust flies, and claws and teeth draw red. But how do nature's killing machines pull off these epic feats of speed, cunning and agility? In this fast and furious documentary, we get under the skin of the world’s most impressive predators to reveal how they’ve come to rule their domains.

**In For The Kill**

Home to 1 in 10 of all species on the planet, Colombia is the second most biologically diverse country on Earth. Its combination of constant tropical temperatures and ample rain produces the perfect conditions for an explosion of life. But however rich the habitat may be, for its inhabitants, life is never easy. INTO THE WILD COLOMBIA tells the stories of five very different groups of animals trying to survive the challenges presented by their homes, their neighbours, and sometimes even their own kind.

**Into The Wild Colombia**

INTO THE WILD INDIA is a 10-part journey through the magical wilderness of India, witnessing the day-to-day lives and challenges of some of its most iconic species and the many other creatures with which they share their home.

**Into The Wild India**

2 x 60' 4K & HD
NATURE, WILDLIFE
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Blink Films

1 x 60' 4K & HD
NATURE, WILDLIFE
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Blink Films

5 x 60' 4K & HD
NATURE, WILDLIFE
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Off The Fence

10 x 60' 4K & HD
NATURE, WILDLIFE
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Off The Fence
Colombia’s Wild Coast

Colombia’s two stunning coasts – the 1,100 mile-long Caribbean and the 905 mile Pacific – provide a huge diversity of habitats that are home to some of the most fascinating underwater creatures on the planet. In this beautiful two part series, we dive with Colombia’s remarkable marine animals, and explore its unique maritime habitats on land, revealing why this country’s coastlines are home to such a dazzling array of life.

2 x 60’ 4K & HD
NATURE, WILDLIFE
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Blink Films

Surviving the Amazon

Spanning nine South American countries, the Amazon is the largest rainforest on the planet. Home to over two and a half million species, each uniquely adapted to stay alive in a landscape of lush, tropical jungle. With volatile weather, hungry predators and dangers lurking around every tree trunk, in SURVIVING THE AMAZON we explore just what it takes to grow up, hunt, and find love when the odds are stacked against you.

5 x 60’ 4K & HD
NATURE, WILDLIFE
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Blink Films

Orangutan Jungle School

A docu-soap following the hilarious antics, triumphs, and tragedies of a gang of orphan orangutans as they progress through a unique forest school system. They don’t know it yet, but these curious youngsters are destined for great things if they graduate from this school with a difference...the chance to live free in the wild. Along the way they endure all the embarrassments, tears, tantrums and teenage crushes that come with growing up orangutan.

20 x 60’ 4K & HD | 6 x 60’ HD
NATURE, WILDLIFE
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature & Channel 4
Producer: NHNZ

Supersenses

SUPERSENSES is a look into the amazing world of what animals really see. Using CGI and innovative natural history filming techniques, this fascinating, perception-skewing series casts the world as it appears to creatures across the planet, allowing the viewer to see like a beast, and perceive things in a totally new way.

3 x 60’ 4K & HD
NATURE, WILDLIFE
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Blink Films
South America – a continent of contrast, from the lush, tropical canopies of the Amazon Rainforest, to the harsh, arid slopes of the Andes. WILD LATIN AMERICA travels to some of the most unspoilt habitats left on Earth to experience the trials and tribulations for three very different species growing up, mating and surviving WILD LATIN AMERICA.

From ultra-long distance whale song, to infrasonic elephants, to messages flashed on a cuttlefish’s skin, animals have incredible ways of flirting, fighting, chatting and bonding. There’s a whole world of animal languages waiting to be decoded. ANIMALS DECODED shares the latest science and fascinating footage of animals in the wild to reveal the secrets of animal communication.

For a few days around the new moon, tens of thousands of sea turtles swarm up a strip of beach and lay millions of eggs. TURTLE BEACH will follow a clutch of 100 turtle eggs over 2 months, from when they’re laid, to 51 days later when thousands of hatchlings ‘boil’ out onto the beach and beeline for the ocean. In a scientific and televsional first this series reveals the complete story of a single turtle nest for the very first time.

The enchanting island of Sri Lanka is a world of extremes. Dry lowlands are home to the largest leopards in the world, and steamy rainforests teem with bizarre creatures found nowhere else. These six films introduce the island’s most engaging and iconic characters, all set against a backdrop of spectacular landscapes and dramatic weather.
**Wild Crusades**
Meet the scientists working to ensure Sri Lanka’s wildlife can continue to survive.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2 x 60’ 4K &amp; HD</th>
<th>NATURE, WILDLIFE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Original Broadcaster: Love Nature</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Producer: Plimsoll Productions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Zambia Untamed**
Africa’s fascinating animals live shoulder to shoulder as they face the struggle and triumphs of life.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>4 x 60’ 4K &amp; HD</th>
<th>NATURE, WILDLIFE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Original Broadcaster: Love Nature</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Producer: Plimsoll Productions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Monkey Island**
Follow the King Troop of toque macaques as they live on an island suffering through drought.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>3 x 60’ 4K &amp; HD</th>
<th>NATURE, WILDLIFE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Original Broadcaster: Love Nature</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Producer: Plimsoll Productions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**The Monkey Diaries**
Dr. Dittas studies Sri Lanka’s monkeys, including how they are adapting to a modern world.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1 x 60’ 4K &amp; HD</th>
<th>NATURE, WILDLIFE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Original Broadcaster: Love Nature</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Producer: Plimsoll Productions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Life on the Reef**
Visit the Great Barrier Reef - one of the most complex ecosystems and home to an array of animals.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>3 x 60’ HD</th>
<th>NATURE, WILDLIFE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Original Broadcaster: Australian Broadcasting Corporation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Producer: Northern Pictures</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Wildest New Zealand**
Unveiling the islands of New Zealand: home to a mix of creatures, where normal rules don’t apply.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>5 x 60’ 4K &amp; HD</th>
<th>NATURE, WILDLIFE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Original Broadcaster: Love Nature</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Producer: NHNZ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Macro Worlds**
Unearth the world of insects, their predators, and the crucial role they play in our ecosystems.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>3 x 60’ 4K &amp; HD</th>
<th>NATURE, WILDLIFE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Original Broadcaster: Love Nature</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Producer: Taglicht Media</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Wonder Bugs**
Insects, spiders, or crustaceans; we take a look at how bugs survive in their miniature world.

**Deadly Australians**
Explore Australia’s notorious killers, including venomous snakes, deadly jellyfish and monster crocs.

**Valley of Flood and Fire**
Heavy rains followed by relentless drought lead to weakening of life.

**Africa’s Hunters**
AFRICA’S HUNTERS is a character-driven, day and night look at Zambia’s most formidable predators.

**Africa’s Claws and Jaws**
From the great white shark to the black mamba, we explore the most dangerous animals on Earth.

**The Big Dry**
Follow the wildlife of Luangwa Valley during the dry season as they await the life-giving rains.

**Life’s Journey**
This series follows an array of species as they are born, mature and have their own families.

**Tales From Zambia**
From elephants to hippos, this series takes us on a virtual safari of some of the wildest habitats.
Wild Survivors
WILD SURVIVORS takes a look at how animal and environment adapt to survive the impact of the other.
3 x 60’ 4K & HD
NATURE, WILDLIFE
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Plimsoll Productions

Untamed Valley
Exploring the Luangwa wetlands, host to a variety of species in constant struggle for dominance.
3 x 60’ 4K & HD
NATURE, WILDLIFE
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Plimsoll Productions

Hope for Wildlife
Hope Swinimer rescues thousands of animals each year - while struggling to make ends meet.
26x30’ 4K & HD | 23x60’ 4K | 101 x 60’ HD
NATURE, ANIMALS
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Arcadia Entertainment

Land of Primates
Africa is home to the widest range of primates in the world. Join us as we profile some of them.
8 x 60’ 4K & HD
NATURE, WILDLIFE
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Off The Fence

Rewilding
Once-extinct species are reintroduced to the European countryside with riveting results.
3 x 60’ 4K & HD
NATURE, WILDLIFE
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Taglicht Media

Wild Castles
Visit five castles and see nature’s surprising role in the rise and fall of empires.
5 x 60’ 4K & HD
NATURE, WILDLIFE, HISTORY
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Taglicht Media

Animal Empires
Watch as creatures gather in dangerous places playing host to wildlife’s migrations and congregations.
6 x 60’ 4K & HD
NATURE, WILDLIFE
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Arcadia Entertainment

Guardians of the Wild
This series follows the challenges facing conservationists working in the Zambian wilderness.
10 x 60’ 4K & HD
NATURE, WILDLIFE
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Plimsoll Productions
Mysteries of the Mekong
The Mekong basin has an incredibly rich biodiversity, yet it remains mostly undiscovered.

10 x 60’ 4K & HD
NATURE, WILDLIFE
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Antidote Media

Wildlife Icons
Meet the Big Five of the savannah, and some of Africa's lesser-known residents.

14 x 60’ 4K & HD
NATURE, WILDLIFE
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Off the Fence

Animal Senses
We trace the evolutionary history of evolved animal senses to perceive food, shelter and danger.

6 x 30’ 4K & HD
NATURE, SCIENCE
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Blue Ant Studios

Arabian Seas
Discover the remarkable underwater world of the UAE and the largely unexplored coral reefs of Oman.

5 x 60’ 4K & HD
NATURE, WILDLIFE
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Blink Films

Africa’s Wild Horizons
Important breeding grounds and critical migration paths are on display in AFRICA’S WILD HORIZONS.

11 x 60’ 4K & HD
NATURE, WILDLIFE
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Off the Fence

Arabian Inferno
In the Arabian Peninsula water is scarce and death is common, yet a natural world flourishes.

5 x 60’ 4K & HD
NATURE, WILDLIFE
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Blink Films

Great Blue Wild
Follow a dive shop as they encounter massive humpbacks, majestic manta rays, and menacing sharks.

18 x 60’ 4K & HD
NATURE, WILDLIFE
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Blue Ant Studios

Africa’s Underwater Wonders
Cameras dive into the seas to explore the fauna, flora and ecosystems that make their home there.

5 x 60’ 4K & HD
NATURE, WILDLIFE
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Off The Fence
Shark Squad
Researchers dive deep and brave danger to challenge myths and fight for the protection of sharks.

4 x 60’ 4K & HD
NATURE, WILDLIFE
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Blue Ant Studios & NHNZ

Ocean Parks
Explore marine habitats and see the wildlife living above and below the surface.

5 x 60’ 4K & HD
NATURE, WILDLIFE
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Arcadia Entertainment

Africa’s Hidden Kingdoms
Exploring the wonders of the most primitive and ancient plant and wildlife biomes found in Africa.

6 x 60’ 4K & HD
NATURE, WILDLIFE
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Off The Fence

Reef Wrecks
The most spectacular REEF WRECKS are the ones that teem with life and simply refuse to die.

5 x 60’ 4K & HD
NATURE, WILDLIFE
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Arcadia Entertainment

When Sharks Attack
Profiling the ‘big three’ of the shark world and investigating how and why sharks attack people.

1 x 60’ SD
NATURE, ANIMALS
Original Broadcaster: Nat Geo Wild
Producer: NHNZ

Jago: A Life Underwater
Meet Rohani, an 80-year-old who dives like a fish to stalk prey like a true underwater predator.

1 x 60’ 4K & HD
NATURE, HUMAN INTEREST
Original Broadcaster: Nat Geo Wild
Producer: Underdog Films in assoc. w/ Fantomline Pictures, Vistaar Productions & James Morgan Films

Alaskan Summer
Shot in extraordinary HDR, witness the vibrance and majesty of this northern state.

1 x 60’ HDR, 4K & HD
NATURE, WILDLIFE
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Blue Ant Studios

Jewels Of The World
Discover the raw beauty and majesty of our planet like never before.

5 x 60’ HD & 3D
NATURE, SCIENCE
Original Broadcaster: 3Net
Producer: Beach House Pictures & NHNZ
America Over the Edge
Go on an aerial journey high above the landscapes that define the US.

13 x 60’ 4K & HD
NATURE, WILDLIFE, TRAVEL
Original Broadcaster: Smithsonian Channel
Producer: Arcadia Entertainment

Arctic Secrets
Journey to the Arctic summer and see the region’s creatures as they complete their migration.

8 x 60’ 4K & HD
NATURE, WILDLIFE
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: White Pine Pictures

Secret Life of the Kangaroo
Australia’s most famous furry face, the kangaroo, is profiled in this hop-along series.

Secret Life of the Wombat
This wood is alive with scenes of marsupial friendship, burrow hopping and wombat disagreements.

2 x 60’ 4K & HD
NATURE, WILDLIFE
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Blink Films

Secret Life of the Tasmanian Devil
Watch as the largest carnivorous marsupials on earth battle for dominance and display aggression.

2 x 60’ 4K & HD
NATURE, WILDLIFE
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Blink Films

Baby Animals
From baby elephants to noisy rhinos, watch how nature nurtures its young as they eat, sleep and play.

13 x 30’ 4K & HD
NATURE, WILDLIFE
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Blue Ant Studios

The Big Feed
Visit top zoos to witness what it takes to feed thousands of animals a day!

13 x 30’ 4K & HD
NATURE, WILDLIFE
Original Broadcaster: Smithsonian Channel
Producer: Blue Ant Studios in assoc. w/ Smithsonian Channel

Secret Life of the Koala
See how Koalas battle for survival from predators, a depleting food supply and shrinking population.

2 x 60’ 4K & HD
NATURE, WILDLIFE
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Blink Films

America Over the Edge
Go on an aerial journey high above the landscapes that define the US.

13 x 60’ 4K & HD
NATURE, WILDLIFE, TRAVEL
Original Broadcaster: Smithsonian Channel
Producer: Arcadia Entertainment

Arctic Secrets
Journey to the Arctic summer and see the region’s creatures as they complete their migration.

8 x 60’ 4K & HD
NATURE, WILDLIFE
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: White Pine Pictures

Secret Life of the Kangaroo
Australia’s most famous furry face, the kangaroo, is profiled in this hop-along series.

Secret Life of the Wombat
This wood is alive with scenes of marsupial friendship, burrow hopping and wombat disagreements.

2 x 60’ 4K & HD
NATURE, WILDLIFE
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Blink Films

Secret Life of the Tasmanian Devil
Watch as the largest carnivorous marsupials on earth battle for dominance and display aggression.

2 x 60’ 4K & HD
NATURE, WILDLIFE
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Blink Films

Baby Animals
From baby elephants to noisy rhinos, watch how nature nurtures its young as they eat, sleep and play.

13 x 30’ 4K & HD
NATURE, WILDLIFE
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Blue Ant Studios

The Big Feed
Visit top zoos to witness what it takes to feed thousands of animals a day!

13 x 30’ 4K & HD
NATURE, WILDLIFE
Original Broadcaster: Smithsonian Channel
Producer: Blue Ant Studios in assoc. w/ Smithsonian Channel
Wild Birds of Australia
The mimicking lyrebird, the vicious cassowary, and the brush turkey are all on display in this wild series.

4 x 60’ 4K & HD
NATURE, WILDLIFE
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Blink Films

Secrets of Wild Australia
Australia’s seclusion has made it home to some of the most extraordinary animals on the planet!

7 x 60’ 4K & HD
NATURE, WILDLIFE
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Blink Films

Brazil Untamed
Witness the struggle for survival in Brazil’s Pantanal through extreme seasons and fierce predators.

10 x 60’ 4K & HD
NATURE, WILDLIFE
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Handel Productions

Great Parks of Africa
Experience exhilarating vistas, lush wetlands and amazing animals.

11 x 60’ 4K & HD
NATURE, WILDLIFE
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Off The Fence

Australia’s Hidden Islands
Stories from the remarkable islands that thrive in splendid isolation off the coast of Australia.

4 X 60’ 4K & HD
NATURE, WILDLIFE
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Wildbear Entertainment

Over Australia
A sweeping aerial exploration of the oldest continent on the planet reveals a diversity of wildlife.

2 x 60’ 4K & HD
NATURE, WILDLIFE
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Wildbear Entertainment

Meet the Penguins
Join the dedicated staff at the Sancob Seabird Centre as they nurture the penguins in their care.

8 x 30’ HD
NATURE, WILDLIFE
Original Broadcaster: Animal Planet
Producer: Blink Films

Wild Rockies
WILD ROCKIES gets you close to the animals who make the iconic Rocky Mountains their home.

5 x 60’ 4K & HD
NATURE, WILDLIFE
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Arcadia Entertainment

Over Australia
A sweeping aerial exploration of the oldest continent on the planet reveals a diversity of wildlife.

2 x 60’ 4K & HD
NATURE, WILDLIFE
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Wildbear Entertainment

Meet the Penguins
Join the dedicated staff at the Sancob Seabird Centre as they nurture the penguins in their care.

8 x 30’ HD
NATURE, WILDLIFE
Original Broadcaster: Animal Planet
Producer: Blink Films

Wild Rockies
WILD ROCKIES gets you close to the animals who make the iconic Rocky Mountains their home.

5 x 60’ 4K & HD
NATURE, WILDLIFE
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Arcadia Entertainment
**Primeval New Zealand**
Science is now revealing the true story behind New Zealand wildlife’s unique evolution.

1 x 60’ HD
NATURE, WILDLIFE
Original Broadcaster: TV One
Producer: NHNZ

**Wild About New Zealand**
Adventurer Gus Roxburgh takes us on a tour of New Zealand’s national parks.

6 x 60’ HD
NATURE, WILDLIFE
Original Broadcaster: TVNZ
Producer: NHNZ

**The Living Beach**
Explore the world’s unique beaches and see how physics and nature contribute to shaping coastlines.

6 x 60’ 4K & HD
NATURE, WILDLIFE
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Arcadia Entertainment

**Extreme Africa**
See what lives on Africa's deadly terrain: scalding volcanic fields, harsh deserts and violent waterways.

6 x 60’ 4K & HD
NATURE, WILDLIFE
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Off The Fence

**Waterworld Africa**
With freshwater forests and diverse deltas, Africa boasts many important wetlands and rivers.

8 x 60’ 4K & HD
NATURE, WILDLIFE
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Off The Fence

**Attack & Defend**
Watch apex predators and unassuming prey use specialized skills to wage battle for survival.

6 x 30’ 4K & HD
NATURE, WILDLIFE
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Blue Ant Studios

**Wild Israel**
Go on a breathtaking journey atop the highest peaks and lowest valleys of Israel’s ecological wonder.

5 x 60’ 4K & HD
NATURE, WILDLIFE
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Ananey Channels Ltd.

**Strange Creatures**
See the animal kingdom's most astounding adaptations and abnormalities.

13 x 30’ 4K & HD
NATURE, WILDLIFE
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Blue Ant Studios
Mysteries of Evolution
Uncover the solutions to nature’s toughest puzzles and problems.

6 x 30’ 4K & HD
NATURE, WILDLIFE
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Blue Ant Studios

Volcanic Odysseys
Fearless adventurers travel to the most violently eruptive volcanoes on planet Earth.

5 x 60’ 4K & HD | 4 x 30’ HD
NATURE, WILDLIFE
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Digital Crossing Productions

Undiscovered Vistas
UNDISCOVERED VISTAS reveals spectacular aerial vistas of the planet’s geographic wonders.

17 x 60’ 4K & HD
NATURE, WILDLIFE
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Blue Ant Studios

Coastal Africa
Africa’s opposing shores converge at its southern tip, creating a home to vibrant marine life.

4 x 60’ 4K & HD
NATURE, ANIMALS
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Off The Fence

Wild Wild East
Journey to the North American maritime woods and waters, which is unrivaled in beauty and diversity.

14 x 30’ 4K & HD
NATURE, WILDLIFE
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Arcadia Entertainment

Kenya Wildlife Diaries
Follow the Lewa Reserve staff as they brave extreme challenges in order to protect the wild.

6 x 60’ 4K & HD
NATURE, WILDLIFE
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Digital Crossing Productions

Alaskan Shorts
Home to creatures like bald eagles, orcas, and black bears, visit Alaska’s Tongass National Forest.

6 x 3-5’ 4K & HD
NATURE, WILDLIFE
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Blue Ant Studios

Seasons of the Wild
Explore the climate and creatures of the constantly evolving Florida Everglades wetlands.

2 x 60’ 4K & HD
NATURE, WILDLIFE
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Pyramid Productions

Undiscovered Vistas
UNDISCOVERED VISTAS reveals spectacular aerial vistas of the planet’s geographic wonders.

17 x 60’ 4K & HD
NATURE, WILDLIFE
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Blue Ant Studios

Coastal Africa
Africa’s opposing shores converge at its southern tip, creating a home to vibrant marine life.

4 x 60’ 4K & HD
NATURE, ANIMALS
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Off The Fence

Wild Wild East
Journey to the North American maritime woods and waters, which is unrivaled in beauty and diversity.

14 x 30’ 4K & HD
NATURE, WILDLIFE
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Arcadia Entertainment

Kenya Wildlife Diaries
Follow the Lewa Reserve staff as they brave extreme challenges in order to protect the wild.

6 x 60’ 4K & HD
NATURE, WILDLIFE
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Digital Crossing Productions

Alaskan Shorts
Home to creatures like bald eagles, orcas, and black bears, visit Alaska’s Tongass National Forest.

6 x 3-5’ 4K & HD
NATURE, WILDLIFE
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Blue Ant Studios

Seasons of the Wild
Explore the climate and creatures of the constantly evolving Florida Everglades wetlands.

2 x 60’ 4K & HD
NATURE, WILDLIFE
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Pyramid Productions
The Most Extreme
Take a look at how the best of our world fare against the animal kingdom.

76 x 60’ SD
NATURE, WILDLIFE
Original Broadcaster: Animal Planet
Producer: NHNZ

Camp Zambia Shorts
Watch as the Plimsoll production team films moments between themselves and the surrounding wildlife.

10 x 3-5’ 4K & HD
NATURE, WILDLIFE
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Plimsoll Productions

Bite Me with Dr. Mike Leahy
Dr. Mike Leahy exposes the maddest and baddest wildlife you DON’T want to come face-to-face with!

8 x 60’ HD
NATURE, WILDLIFE, SCIENCE
Original Broadcaster: Nat Geo
Producer: NHNZ

Land of Gremlins
Explore Madagascar’s evolutionary history and meet its array of weird and extraordinary animals.

3 x 60’ 4K & HD
NATURE, WILDLIFE
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Off The Fence

Aerial Assassins
An extreme birder sets out to find the Harris Hawk in the depths of the Sonoran desert.

1 x 60’ HD
NATURE, WILDLIFE
Original Broadcaster: Nat Geo
Producer: NHNZ

Canada Over the Edge
Showcasing the most expansive coastline on Earth, and the world’s longest, undefended border.

52 x 60’ HD | 1 x 90’ HD Special
NATURE, WILDLIFE, TRAVEL
Original Broadcaster: Smithsonian Channel
Producer: Arcadia Entertainment

Life From Ash & Ice
Explore Mount Edziza: a network of volcanoes erupting under glacial ice for millions of years.

1 x 60’ HD
NATURE, SCIENCE
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Out Yonder Productions

Nomads of the Serengeti
With never-before-seen access, see two-million wildebeest embark on a year-long journey of survival.

5 x 60’ 4K & HD
NATURE, WILDLIFE
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Digital Crossing Productions
**Ol Pejeta Diaries**
Meet the wildlife conservancy staff of Ol Pej, one of the largest game reserves in Africa.

20 x 30’ HD
NATURE, WILDLIFE
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Digital Crossing Productions

---

**A Park for All Seasons**
Get a bird’s-eye view of nature’s beauty as you soar high above some of the world’s national parks.

31 x 30’ HD | 1 x 60’ HD Special
NATURE, WILDLIFE, TRAVEL
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Blue Ant Studios

---

**How to be a Wild Elephant**
Following a three-year-old elephant leaving the safety of her nursery and moving closer to freedom.

1 x 60’ HD
NATURE, WILDLIFE
Original Broadcaster: CBC
Producer: Make Believe Media

---

**Grasslands**
Take a tour inside the unique mixed-grass prairies and the reintroduced wildlife who call it home.

1 x 60’ HD
NATURE, SCIENCE
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: 291 Film Company

---

**River Delta**
We visit one of the largest unbroken wetlands left on Earth, over four seasons: the River Delta.

1 x 60’ HD
NATURE, WILDLIFE
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: 291 Film Company

---

**For the Love of Elephants**
The story of orphaned African elephants and their compassionate keepers at a Wildlife Trust.

1 x 60’ HD
NATURE, WILDLIFE
Original Broadcaster: CBC
Producer: Make Believe Media

---

**Written in Stone**
The story of Mount Todagin, known as “Serengeti in the sky” and yet it was once the ocean’s floor.

1 x 60’ HD
NATURE, WILDLIFE
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Out Yonder Productions

---

**City Wildlife Rescue**
Follow the crew at an urban wildlife centre as they help animals find their way back home.

12 x 30’ HD
NATURE, WILDLIFE
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Blue Ant Studios
Great Lakes Wild
Famous for their stunning landscapes, the Great Lakes are also home to a rich ecosystem bursting at the seams with wildlife!

8 x 30’ HD
NATURE, WILDLIFE
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Blue Ant Studios

Red Crabs Crazy Ants
Each year many migrating crabs fall victim to the alien yellow crazy ants - getting stressed and dying shortly after being exposed to the ants’ poison!

1 x 60’ SD
NATURE, WILDLIFE
Original Broadcaster: Nat Geo, Canal+
Producer: NHNZ

Strike Force
Researchers who neutralize threats are called in to help with sharks when they threaten humans.

3 x 60’ SD
NATURE, WILDLIFE
Original Broadcaster: Nat Geo
Producer: NHNZ

Panda Nursery
Witness an amazing partnership between humans and pandas as together they raise two tiny twin cubs.

1 x 60’ SD
NATURE, WILDLIFE
Original Broadcaster: Nat Geo
Producer: NHNZ

Hunting the Ice Whales
An elite squad of highly trained experts is on a mission to prove that you can research whales without killing them.

1 x 60’ HD
NATURE, WILDLIFE
Original Broadcaster: France TV
Producer: NHNZ

World’s Biggest Baddest Bugs
How big and how bad are the beasties lurking in your backyard? Bugman Ruud Kleinpaste is taking us on an entomological odyssey around the globe in search of the ultimate biggest and “baddest” creepy crawlies.

2 x 60’ HD | 1 x 90’ HD
NATURE, WILDLIFE
Original Broadcaster: Discovery
Producer: NHNZ
Death Valley

Shielded on all sides by lofty mountain ranges lies the spectacular, forbidden and inhospitable DEATH VALLEY. Wracked by thirst but shaped by water, this valley is mangled and torn by nature’s supreme forces. This hour long documentary shows how species survive, and even thrive, through four seasons.

1 x 60’ HD
NATURE, WILDLIFE
Original Broadcaster: EBC
Producer: NHNZ

Equator

Equator is a six-hour natural history series that explores life under the baking sun in the Pacific, South East Asia, the Indian Ocean, Africa, the Amazon and the Andes.

6 x 60’ HD | 2 x 60’ HD Specials
NATURE, WILDLIFE
Original Broadcaster: ZDF, France5, NHK
Producer: NHNZ

Primeval Paradise

Ulva Island in New Zealand is a window to the world as it existed thousands of years ago. Free from introduced predators, the island allows native species to survive in relative safety. With the unpredictable weather and the threat of the ever-present weka, survival is far from certain for our valiant hero - a young robin.

1 x 60’ HD
NATURE, WILDLIFE
Producer: NHNZ

Wild Asia

A dramatic and poignant portrayal of the fragile alliances and desperate strategies for survival adopted by three species of animals caught in the no-man’s land where the human and natural worlds of Asia collide.

9 x 60’ SD
NATURE, WILDLIFE
Original Broadcaster: NHK, NDR, Discovery
Producer: NHNZ

Primeval Paradise

Wild Asia
Cheating Hitler: Surviving the Holocaust

Three Holocaust survivors with unanswered questions from their pasts journey back to hometowns, killing sites, and hiding places in search of clues. Maxwell wonders what happened to a baby he saved in a forest in 1943. Helen wants to know more about the fate of her brother. Rose is given access to new artifacts that help shed light on the fate of her parents. The survivors who appear in this film came of age during the Holocaust and carry the burden of knowing they are the last living link to it. This film delivers a powerful warning from history, inspiring stories of survival, and a last chance to solve lingering mysteries.

1 x 90’ 4K & HD | 2 x 60 4K & HD
HISTORY, HUMAN INTEREST
Producer: Saloon Media
**Prison**

Filmed over 7 months, PRISON tells the human story on both sides of the cell door: staff and prisoners, and the real issues facing them all.

Winner of 2019 ‘Best Documentary Series’ Broadcast Award.
Nominated for 2019 Royal Television Society award for Best Documentary Series.

**Art of Craft**

Explore the passion, authenticity and unusual skill of modern-day master craftsmen and artists, following their pursuit of perfection in the worlds of glass blowing, embroidery, violin making and other intricate crafts.

**3 x 60’ HD**
HUMAN INTEREST, CRIME
Original Broadcaster: Channel 4
Producer: Spring Films

**5 x 60’ 4K & HD**
ART & CULTURE
Original Broadcaster: CCTV9
Producer: Beach House Pictures
HIGH IMPACT DOCUMENTARIES

BLUE takes us on a provocative journey into the ocean realm, witnessing a critical moment in time when the marine world is on a precipice. Half of all marine life has been lost in the last 40 years. By 2050 there will be more plastic in the sea than fish. Featuring passionate advocates for ocean preservation, BLUE takes us into their world where the story of our changing ocean is unfolding and shows us there is a way forward. The time to act is now.

1 x 90’ 4K & HD | 1 x 60’ 4K & HD
ENVIRONMENTAL
Producer: Northern Pictures

My Gay Dog and Other Animals

Explore why homosexual behaviour is found throughout the animal kingdom. From dogs and sheep, to bonobos and lions, this film reveals which animals display this behaviour - in homes and in the wild. Guided by leading experts, behaviourists, and scientists who help us understand why animals might choose same-sex partners, the evolutionary reasons behind it, and to answer the intriguing question ‘can animals be gay?’

1 x 60’ HD
ANIMALS, HUMAN INTEREST
Original Broadcaster: Channel 4
Producer: Arrow Media

Blue

1 x 90’ 4K & HD | 1 x 60’ 4K & HD
ENVIRONMENTAL
Producer: Northern Pictures

My Gay Dog and Other Animals

Explore why homosexual behaviour is found throughout the animal kingdom. From dogs and sheep, to bonobos and lions, this film reveals which animals display this behaviour - in homes and in the wild. Guided by leading experts, behaviourists, and scientists who help us understand why animals might choose same-sex partners, the evolutionary reasons behind it, and to answer the intriguing question ‘can animals be gay?’

1 x 60’ HD
ANIMALS, HUMAN INTEREST
Original Broadcaster: Channel 4
Producer: Arrow Media
**How to Defuse a Bomb**

The untold story of how - over forty years - an NYPD cop brought over twenty-three thousand children from the worst areas of troubled Northern Ireland to America for a summer of getting away from it all. In the process he not only wins their hearts and minds, but also influences American politicians and contributes to winning peace in Northern Ireland.

1 x 90' HD
HISTORY, HUMAN INTEREST, WAR
Producer: Alleycats Films

---

**Who Killed Gandhi?**

A definitive inquiry into the assassination of Mahatma Gandhi, apostle of peace. The film is guided by the killer’s great-grandson as numerous attempts on Gandhi’s life are recalled and a multilayered conspiracy unfolds; implicating men from every strata of Indian society.

2 x 60’ HD | 1 x 90’ HD
HISTORY, HUMAN INTEREST
Original Broadcaster: Vision TV
Producer: Karma Films

---

**The First World War: The People’s Story**

Vivid and heartbreaking accounts of the Great War told through the main theatres of battle and the home front where families were devastated by the loss of loved ones. WWI is seen and heard as never before, as emotional testimonies are combined with digitally restored footage.

3 x 60’ HD
HISTORY, ARCHIVE, WAR
Original Broadcaster: BBC
Producer: Testimony Films

---

**I Am War**

Hear the personal accounts of five men and women who fought with the Canadian Forces during the Afghanistan War and discover how these traumatic experiences have changed their lives. These compelling testimonials are personal journeys into war and are based on actual events and stories from firsthand witnesses.

1 x 60’ HD
WAR, HUMAN INTEREST
Original Broadcaster: History Channel
Producer: Northern Sky Entertainment
**Who Sank the Titanic?**
New details are uncovered using CGI to help determine how and why the great ship sank.

**Inside the Titanic**
A radical re-telling of the Titanic's tragic tale from the POV of its icy killer: the water.

**Last Day of the Dinosaurs**
A fully-immersive thrill ride through the cataclysmic events that wiped out the dinosaurs.

**Happy Birthday**
Exploring different stages of life through a series of short films following 10 varied journeys.

**The Mind of Mark Defriest**
Once known as Houdini for his multiple improbable jailbreaks, Mark DeFriest has been condemned to prison for over 30 years. Now, Mark is struggling to understand how to survive a rigid and unforgiving system, while his supporters continue to argue for his freedom.

**Fight for Justice: David & Me**
After a convicted killer helps him turn his life around, a young filmmaker sets out to prove that his incarcerated friend is innocent of the crime. Their unlikely bond turns this gut-wrenching wrongful conviction story into a transformative film about going the distance for what you believe.

**Who Sank the Titanic?**

**Inside the Titanic**

**Last Day of the Dinosaurs**

**Happy Birthday**

**The Mind of Mark Defriest**

**Fight for Justice: David & Me**
I Am What I Play

Profiling four DJs in major markets during the 1960s to 1980s, this documentary looks at their relationships with musicians and fans and how they reinvented themselves as the medium changed.

The Salvation of Todd Bentley

Todd Bentley is not your typical preacher, he looks more like a professional wrestler than a man of the cloth. Learn how Todd went from a life of sin to a widely praised saviour and then back again as he’s forced to resign in the wake of scandal.

Goalie: Life and Death in the Crease

The NHL’s legendary “Cowboy” goaltender Clint Malarchuk’s life flies off the rails after a player’s skate cuts his jugular vein and he barely survives bleeding to death on the ice, only to later shoot a bullet in his head while battling an anxiety disorder that led to booze, pill-popping and attempted suicide.

The Cowboy

THE COWBOY takes you on a thrilling ride through the American West as immortalized by some of Hollywood’s biggest stars and directors throughout cinematic history.
Canada: The Story of Us
Ground-breaking CGI and a cast of celebrity interviews takes us inside Canada’s biggest stories in a celebration of its transformative history and uniquely diverse identity.

How the World Ends
Exploring some of the most widely-held doomsday forecasts and their impending timeline to destruction. From the natural, to the religious, to the astrophysical, this series brings viewers the science, history, and people behind each theory, while probing for evidence for and against each scenario.

Hubble’s Canvas
HUBBLE’S CANVAS presents the outer limits of space in unwavering clarity, as the Hubble Telescope transmits stunning images of the globe from high above Earth’s atmosphere.

Cosmic Vistas
Thanks to the invention of spaceflight, the drive to explore is leading us upward and outward - off of our own planet and out into the solar system where a host of alien worlds offers us vast new terrain to uncover. This visually breathtaking series offers a new perspective on our solar system.

FORMAT AVAILABLE

10 x 60’ HD
HISTORY
Original Broadcaster: CBC
Producer: Bristow Global Media

6 x 60’ HD
HISTORY, SCIENCE
Original Broadcaster: American Heroes
Channel & T+E
Producer CMJ Productions

6 x 30’ HD
SCIENCE
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Blue Ant Studios

30 x 30’ HD
SCIENCE
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Blue Ant Studios
Reelside
Following filmmakers as they cross paths with the brightest talent the industry has to offer.

6 x 30’ HD
ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
Original Broadcaster: The Movie Network
Producer: Fifth Ground Entertainment

The Emperor’s Lost Harbour
Using CGI, we tell the story of the ancient harbour of Theodosious and its sudden disappearance.

1 x 60’ HD
HISTORY, ARCHAEOLOGY
Original Broadcaster: CBC
Producer: PTV Productions

Man Hunt
Go hunting with various tribes, including ones who use their voices and poisonous darts as weapons.

4 x 60’ HD
TRAVEL, HISTORY
Original Broadcaster: Discovery
Producer: NHNZ

Dino Hunt
Palaeontologists use CGI to bring dinos “back-to-life,” giving a glimpse into their daily lives.

4 x 60’ HD
HISTORY, SCIENCE
Original Broadcaster: History
Producer: Cream Productions

Diva Mummy
How are 2,000 year old bodies buried in China the best preserved ancient human remains ever found?

1 x 60’ SD
ANCIENT HISTORY
Original Broadcaster: Nat Geo, ARTE
Producer: NHNZ

Inside Disaster Haiti
This film tells stories of aid workers and aid recipients caught up in high-stakes disasters.

1 x 60’ HD | 1 x 90’ HD
HUMAN INTEREST, NATURAL DISASTERS
Original Broadcaster: TVO, SCN, Acess
Producer: PTV Productions

Operation Oblivion
The story of 13 Chinese Canadian volunteers on a suicide mission to fight the Japanese.

1 x 60’ HD
HISTORY
Original Broadcaster: OMNI
Producer: Media Monkey Productions

Star Portraits
STAR PORTRAITS combines the art of portraiture with intimate and personal celebrity biographies.

26 x 30’ HD
BIOGRAPHY, ARTS & CULTURE
Original Broadcaster: Bravo
Producer: PTV Productions
**How We Got Gay**

How gay men and women went from outsiders to occupying halls of power and influencing our culture.

*1 x 60’ HD*

HUMAN INTEREST

Original Broadcaster: CBC

Producer: madHive Media

---

**For the Love of Wood**

A young generation of woodworkers are reviving woodworking, through their primal attraction to wood.

*1 x 30’ HD*

LIFESTYLE, HISTORY

Original Broadcaster: Cottage Life

Producer: Blue Ant Studios

---

**Secret History of Knitting**

Discover the history of knitting from timekeeping to wartime spy coding and political revolution.

*1 x 60’ HD*

LIFESTYLE, HISTORY

Original Broadcaster: Makeful

Producer: Blue Ant Studios

---

**Secret History of the Cottage**

Telling the Canadian story of “going to the cottage,” using vintage photos and archival film.

*1 x 30’ HD*

LIFESTYLE, HOME, HISTORY

Original Broadcaster: Cottage Life

Producer: Blue Ant Studios

---

**Saving Places**

SAVING PLACES shows the restoration of a historically meaningful building by a team of artisans.

*3 x 60’ HD*

HISTORY, RENOVATION

Original Broadcaster: History

Producer: PTV Productions

---

**Hand of Stalin**

Probing the nature of Stalinism through the personal dramas of people who survived through the era.

*3 x 60’ SD*

HISTORY, HUMAN INTEREST

Original Broadcaster: TVO, PBS, BBC, TV5

Producer: PTV Productions

---

**Passage**

The story of John Rae, who found the last navigable link in the North West Passage.

*2 x 60’ | 1 x 120’ HD*

HISTORY

Original Broadcaster: History Television Canada, APTN, BBC Scotland

Producer: PTV Productions

---

**Aga Khan: A Voice of Reason**

The Aga Khan represents moderation, pluralism and diversity, and promoting open dialogue.

*1 x 60’ SD*

RELIGION, HUMAN INTEREST

Original Broadcaster: Vision TV, Knowledge, SRC

Producer: PTV Productions
Footsteps of Goliath
Journey in search of the footsteps of Goliath, the biblical giant who was overcome by a shepherd boy.

1 x 60' SD
RELIGION
Original Broadcaster: History, TVO, YLE, SBS, History UK
Producer: PTV Productions

The Ex Factor
Ex Factor follows people as they open their little black book and track down significant old flames.

13 x 30' SD
REALITY, RELATIONSHIPS
Original Broadcaster: W, Discovery Health USA
Producer: PTV Productions

Wednesday Nights
On any Wednesday night you can find the divorced dads at a restaurant with their kids for dinner.

1 x 60' SD
HUMAN INTEREST
Original Broadcaster: CBC, Doc Channel, W
Producer: PTV Productions

Raising Cassidy
RAISING CASSIDY is a story of a mother’s battle with addiction and cycles of abuse and poverty.

1 x 60’ & 1 x 90’ SD
HUMAN INTEREST
Original Broadcaster: Life, Discovery Health, Canal V
Producer: PTV Productions

Resolutions
Can they stick to their promises?

6 x 30’ SD
HUMAN INTEREST, DOCU-SOAP
Original Broadcaster: Life, Discovery Health, Discovery Europe
Producer: PTV Productions

Original Kin
Three very different stories of adult adoptees and their search for their biological parents.

3 x 60’ SD
HUMAN INTEREST
Original Broadcaster: CBC, YLE, Omni, SCN
Producer: PTV Productions

Shut Up and Write Me
A 21st century dad attempts to pursue the dream of being a writer, setbacks and all!

1 x 60’ SD
ART, CULTURE
Original Broadcaster: Doc Channel
Producer: PTV Productions

Letters to God
Watch as kids read their letters to God that voice their questions, hopes, and biggest concerns.

16 x 30’ SD
HUMAN INTEREST
Original Broadcaster: Vision, Faith & Values
Producer: PTV Productions
**Guitar Picks**

**GUITAR PICKS** features stories from an amazing group of players and manufacturers, revealing their passion for all things guitar. Featuring: Keith Scott, Chad Kroeger, Gibson, Fender, Santa Cruz and Godin.

**24 x 30’ HD**  
MUSIC, ARTS & CULTURE  
Original Broadcaster: HIFI  
Producer: Blue Ant Studios

---

**Cities In Blue**

From New Orleans, Mississippi, Memphis, and Austin, to Piedmont, Kansas, Chicago, and New York, **CITIES IN BLUE** explores the evolution of one of America’s most iconic music styles: The Blues.

**8 x 60’ HD**  
MUSIC, HISTORY  
Original Broadcaster: HIFI  
Producer: Blue Ant Studios
**Backstage Secrets**
Revealing the BACKSTAGE SECRETS of the legendary rock band Rush.

**Out of Country**
This series follows well-known musicians as they escape the world of recording and touring.

**Style in Steel**
Celebrate the automobile, its beauty, and the art inspired by 20th century designers.

**That’s Art?!**
Profiling the biggest, most influential artists working in unusual and creative mediums.

**The Rawside of...**
A series that follows musicians as they navigate the difficult music industry.

**AUX Innovators**
Profiling famous music acts such as Metric, Matt and Kim, Grimes, Ellie Goulding and Tegan and Sara.

**Mystery Cars**
Concept cars were often destroyed or vanished. We attempt to solve the mystery behind the iconic cars.

**Making the Goods**
Go behind the scenes and check out how household goods and foods are manufactured.
City Guides
Explore the history of beautiful structures and a city’s often overlooked finer details.

12 x 30’ HD
HISTORY, DESIGN
Original Broadcaster: HiFi
Producer: Blue Ant Studios

Design by Decade
The exceptional stories behind the objects of everyday life from WWI to now.

6 x 30’ HD
HISTORY, DESIGN
Original Broadcaster: HiFi
Producer: Blue Ant Studios

The New New Orleans
Exploring how post-Katrina New Orleans has become one of the hottest destinations on the planet.

1 x 60’ HD
HUMAN INTEREST
Original Broadcaster: T+E
Producer: Blue Ant Studios

Masa Off Grid
An urbanite sets out to live in the wilderness, build a shelter, hunt for food, and find water.

1 x 60’ HD
HUMAN INTEREST, ADVENTURE, ENVIRONMENTAL
Original Broadcaster: radX
Producer: Blue Ant Studios

Eco-Home Adventures
A small town strives to build an off-grid sustainable village community.

1 x 60’ HD
HUMAN INTEREST, ENVIRONMENTAL
Original Broadcaster: CBC
Producer: Zoot Pictures

Cosmetics Coming Clean
We examine the shifting tide of cosmetics, with an eye on how science separates fact from fear.

1 x 60’ HD
HUMAN INTEREST, SCIENCE
Original Broadcaster: Smithsonian Channel
Producer: Blue Ant Studios

Day Job
Follow three digital start-ups, all vying to be the next great billion-dollar business.

1 x 60’ HD
HUMAN INTEREST
Original Broadcaster: HiFi
Producer: Fidelity Formats

My Home and Native Land
Exploring the journeys of people who abandoned their native history in order to forge a better future.

6 x 30’ HD
Human Interest
Original Broadcaster: HiFi
Producer: Blue Ant Studios
**Pure Intentions**  
A man seeks to help the children of his home country, but his journey takes an unexpected twist.

1 x 90' HD  
HUMAN INTEREST  
Original Broadcaster: Documentary Channel  
Producer: Open Door Co.

---

**Every Child Counts**  
Join a small community as they challenge prejudice and neglect toward learning-disabled children.

1 x 60' HD  
HUMAN INTEREST  
Original Broadcaster: TVO  
Producer: Loten Media

---

**Conflicted Samaritan**  
Dr. Landry ignites a debate by suggesting there may be times when the injured should be left to die.

1 x 60' HD  
HUMAN INTEREST  
Original Broadcaster: Smithsonian Channel  
Producer: Salaam Shalom Productions

---

**Independent America: The Two Lane Search for Mom & Pop**  
Former NBC correspondents travel 13,000 miles in search of an America unchained by corporate retail.

1 x 60' HD  
HUMAN INTEREST  
Original Broadcaster: Sundance Channel  
Producer: Open Door Co.

---

**Independent America: Rising From Ruins**  
Hanson Hosein visits post-Katrina as Mom and Pop shops struggle to revive their communities.

1 x 60' HD  
HUMAN INTEREST  
Original Broadcaster: Sundance Channel  
Producer: Open Door Co.

---

**The August Years**  
May and her daughter Gloria find their roles reversed when Gloria begins caring for her aging mother.

1 x 60' SD  
HUMAN INTEREST  
Original Broadcaster: TVO  
Producer: Makin’ Movies

---

**Mom’s Home**  
A film about three aging mothers who move in with adult daughters and wrestle with ensuing emotions.

1 x 60' HD  
HUMAN INTEREST  
Original Broadcaster: TVO  
Producer: Makin’ Movies

---

**Regret**  
Christopher sets out to learn the truth about life regrets in preparation for attending a reunion.

1 x 60' HD  
HUMAN INTEREST  
Original Broadcaster: Doc Zone  
Producer: Henge Productions
To Be Continued...
Profiling new writers who have taken on the task of keeping well-known stories alive in sequels.

3 x 30’ SD
HUMAN INTEREST
Original Broadcaster: CMT
Producer: Corkscrew Media

Canada 1812: Forged in Fire
Through six central characters, this series explores the events of the War of 1812.

6 x 30’ HD
HISTORY
Original Broadcaster: Smithsonian Channel
Producer: Blue Ant Studios

Secrets of the Exhibit
Open the doors to the mysteries involved in the world of museum curators.

7 x 60’ HD
HISTORY
Original Broadcaster: HIFI
Producer: Blue Ant Studios

Quebec: A City in Layers
Exploring 400 years of architectural history through expert interviews and archival footage.

1 x 60’ HD
HISTORY
Original Broadcaster: Smithsonian Channel
Producer: Blue Ant Studios

Mysteries of China
Archaeologist Agnes Hsu, the director of the New York-based China Institute, goes on a quest to answer some of ancient China’s most beguiling mysteries.

3 x 60’ HD
HISTORY, ARCHAEOLOGY
Original Broadcaster: History Channel
Producer: Beach House Pictures

Secrets of Shaolin
Hollywood actor Jason Scott Lee has been a student of Bruce Lee’s martial art Jeet Kune Do for 20 years. Watch as he fulfills his lifelong dream of joining the institution that invented kung fu - Shaolin Temple - for a two-week Kung Fu boot camp.

1 x 60’ 3D & HD
MARTIAL ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT
Original Broadcaster: 3sat
Producer: Beach House Pictures
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Duration/Type</th>
<th>Broadcaster</th>
<th>Producer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Path to Shaolin</strong></td>
<td>Journey on a quest to reach a Shaolin Temple in China and become a 32nd generation Shaolin warrior.</td>
<td>1 x 60’ HD HUMAN INTEREST</td>
<td>CBC</td>
<td>Zoot Productions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mao’s Cold War</strong></td>
<td>Explore China’s involvement in the Cold War, told through the top-secret Chinese army film record.</td>
<td>3 x 60’ HD HISTORY</td>
<td>Discovery</td>
<td>Beach House Pictures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>China Quake</strong></td>
<td>Analyzing China’s monster quake and the search for vital clues to save lives in future quakes.</td>
<td>1 x 60’ HD HUMAN INTEREST</td>
<td>Nat Geo</td>
<td>NHNZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>China’s Ghost Army</strong></td>
<td>Uncovering how his army of terracotta warriors was made reveals the extent of the First Emperor’s power.</td>
<td>1 x 60’ HD HUMAN INTEREST</td>
<td>Nat Geo</td>
<td>NHNZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>China Circus</strong></td>
<td>Meet the young recruits of Wuqiao School of Acrobatic Arts who dream of becoming professional acrobats.</td>
<td>2 x 60’ HD HUMAN INTEREST</td>
<td>Nat Geo</td>
<td>NHNZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>China Revealed</strong></td>
<td>Take an expedition into China’s sublime landscapes and never-seen cultural sites.</td>
<td>10 x 60’ HD HUMAN INTEREST, TRAVEL</td>
<td>3net</td>
<td>NHNZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Inside China: Kung Fu Inc.</strong></td>
<td>Experience the 1500 year old Shaolin Temple and the birthplace of Kung Fu and Zen Buddhism.</td>
<td>1 x 60’ HD HUMAN INTEREST</td>
<td>Nat Geo</td>
<td>NHNZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Inside China: Ice Vegas</strong></td>
<td>Ice sculptors battle time and weather to create ice slides and sculptures for the winter festival in China.</td>
<td>1 x 60’ HD HUMAN INTEREST</td>
<td>Nat Geo</td>
<td>NHNZ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**China’s Lost Pyramids**
Discover the secrets behind the world’s most enduring and infamous structures, legends, and icons.

*1 x 60’ HD*
**HISTORY**
Original Broadcaster: Nat Geo
Producer: NHNZ

---

**The Lost Voyage of 499**
See the story of the steamship SS Ventnor, which sank with 499 Chinese gold miners on board.

*1 x 60’ HD*
**HISTORY**
Original Broadcaster: Maori Television
Producer: NHNZ, CICO & CCTV

---

**Let’s Talk English**
LET’S TALK ENGLISH helps viewers hone language skills as they integrate into anglophone culture.

*120 x 30’ HD*
**INSTRUCTIONAL**
Original Broadcaster: Omni TV
Producer: Spotlight Productions

---

**Warships**
A naval task force leads a team of warships in a fight against maritime terrorism in the Persian Gulf.

*6 x 60’ HD*
**HUMAN INTEREST**
Original Broadcaster: Smithsonian Channel
Producer: Blue Ant Studios

---

**Animal Imitators**
Humans undergo extensive body modifications to transform themselves into their favourite animals.

*1 x 60’ SD*
**HUMAN INTEREST**
Original Broadcaster: TLC
Producer: NHNZ

---

**Expedition Antarctica**
Join a team of marine scientists as they embark on an unprecedented journey to Antarctica.

*1 x 60’ HD*
**ADVENTURE, SCIENCE**
Original Broadcaster: Nat Geo
Producer: NHNZ

---

**Oasis Earth**
Take a thrilling journey in the Endeavour to see the beauty of our planet from 233 kilometres away.

*1 x 60’ HD*
**SCIENCE, DOCUMENTARY**
Original Broadcaster: Oasis
Producer: Blue Ant Studios

---

**The Aleutians**
The world’s longest archipelago is the Aleutian Islands, with volatile geography and history.

*2 x 60’ SD*
**HUMAN INTEREST, SCIENCE**
Original Broadcaster: PBS
Producer: NHNZ & OPB
**Boomtown Asia**

Asia’s urban population will be 3.3 billion in three decades, many of them living in fast-growing boomtowns. To future-proof these megacities, their brightest minds are creating innovations that could change how the rest of us live.

8 x 30’ HD
REALITY
Original Broadcaster: Channel News Asia
Producer: Beach House Pictures

**Home in the Danger Zone**

Time has transformed Korea’s demilitarized zone (DMZ) from a bloody battlefield into one of the world’s weirdest wildlife sanctuaries. From giant owls to deer with long teeth instead of antlers, the DMZ provides precious living space for a host of endangered species.

1 x 60’ HD
NATURE, ENVIRONMENTAL
Original Broadcaster: MBC
Producer: NHNZ

**Megastructures**

An educational look into the construction, operation, and staffing of various megastructures and construction projects.

7 x 60’ HD
EDUCATIONAL, ENGINEERING
Original Broadcaster: Nat Geo
Producer: NHNZ & Beach House Pictures

**Mega Disaster**

The Earth’s titanic forces can rip apart land, homes and people’s entire lives. This series exposes the killer characteristics of both natural and man-made disasters, their devastating effects and why they are able to do so much damage around the world.

4 x 60’ HD
NATURE, SCIENCE
Original Broadcaster: Nat Geo
Producer: NHNZ
Animalogic
Hosted by Danielle Dufault, this YouTube series examines what makes animals amazing.

7 x 5-10' HD
NATURE, WILDLIFE
Producer: Blue Ant Studios

Wild California
Immerse yourself into the truly wild and open world California has to offer.

5 x 7-9' 4K & HD
NATURE, WILDLIFE
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Wildlife Film Productions

Borneo Wildlife Rescue
An elite team works to help human-animal conflict and protect Borneo’s species from human development.

6 x 3-5' 4K & HD
NATURE, WILDLIFE
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Scoobazoo

Wild Moves
Slow motion captures movements that are otherwise too fast for the human eye.

6 x 3-5' 4K & HD
NATURE, WILDLIFE
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Blue Ant Studios

4K Vistas
Experience the most stunning scenery in the world from your own home.

65 x 60' 4K & HD
NATURE, WILDLIFE
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Blue Ant Studios

4K Baby Wildlife
Up close footage of adorable baby animals.

56 x 60' 4K & HD
NATURE, WILDLIFE
Producer: Blue Ant Studios

Great Trails of Alberta
Real-time journeys through some of the most dramatic and historical scenery in Canada.

3 x 120' | 1 x 240' HD
NATURE, TRAVEL
Producer: Pyramid Productions

Riding the Rocky Mountaineer
Board the Rocky Mountaineer and discover the Canadian West Coast as it’s never been seen before.

1 x 240' HD
NATURE, TRAVEL
Producer: Pyramid Productions
Each eleven-minute episode of this animated series, aimed at kids aged four to seven, celebrates music, fun, and friendship. The show tells the story of Bello and his four friends as they figure out how to live in harmony on the magical Planet Jammbo, where all the music in the universe originates from.

Kooki is a wacky and creative red panda who loves to make things. Every show has Kooki making two different crafts from big, fun, cardboard cutout creations to small, delightful handiworks. Whatever she’s doing, she is always having fun and inspiring kids to unleash the endless possibilities of their wild imaginations. Cheeky, playful and sometimes a little silly, KOOKI’S CRAFTY SHOW promotes self-confidence and creativity.
Detention Adventure

Three nerdy friends and their school bully must overcome their differences and use science to navigate mysterious tunnels and open hidden passages in search of fame, fortune, and friendship while trying to discover the fabled lost laboratory of Alexander Graham Bell.

**10 x 11’ HD**
SCRIPTED, ADVENTURE, SCIENCE
Original Broadcaster: CBC Kids
Producer: LoCo Motion Pictures & Broken Compass Films

---

When I Grow Up!

WHEN I GROW UP! is the creation of Mikaela, who is on a quest to determine what she wants to be when she grows up, trying many different jobs and making videos of her journey in a DIY production studio in her parents’ garage.

**26 x 11’ HD | 13 x 30’ HD**
KIDS, LIVE ACTION
Original Broadcaster: TVO Kids
Producer: Riverbank Pictures

---

Kids Cookout

KIDS COOKOUT explores the common values of food, family, and friendship, while providing a snapshot of a variety of cultures from all around the world! Each episode features one kid who will cook and highlight a dish that is important to their heritage. This engaging series illustrates the importance of food, family, fun and cultural history!

**8 x 7’ HD**
KIDS, LIVE ACTION
Original Broadcaster: Hei Hei & TLN
Producer: Riverbank Pictures & Cab Productions
**Teddies**
TEDDIES stars four teddy bear friends - Dom, Meeks, Sparky and Tizzy - who live in the wonderful world of Teddytown! Aimed at the pre-school market, this entertaining and endearing series also assists children in their development of social and emotional skills.

**ZooMoo’s Wild Friends**
ZOOMOO’S WILD FRIENDS introduces children to the natural world using puppetry, animation, and wildlife footage. Featuring segments such as Gigglebox, where the animals will make you laugh, and Storytime, where Mamma O’ tells magical animal tales, each segment reinforces learning, open-ended thinking and creativity.

**News Of The Wild**
NEWS OF THE WILD is an animal focused, factual entertainment news show anchored by two squabbling co-hosts, who cover stories from a number of different locations and reporters. Sometimes the segments are factual and other times a parody, but this series is always bursting at the seams with animals, laughter, and enthusiasm.

**Creature Mania**
This action-packed half-hour show is made up of ten short, pacy segments that keep young viewers engaged and interested in all the crazy creatures we have to explore. From archive footage to energetic host Alfie engaging with kids and pets in the studio, CREATURE MANIA is a colourful, varied and utterly hilarious show for all the animal lovers out there - leaving nothing and no one behind!

---

**90 x 30’ HD**
PRE-SCHOOL
Original Broadcaster: Okto & Channel 9
Producer: Beach House Kids & Northern Pictures Kids

**180 x 30’ HD**
PRE-SCHOOL, LIVE ACTION & ANIMATION
Original Broadcaster: ZooMoo
Producer: NHNZ

**108 x 30’ HD**
KIDS, LIVE ACTION
Original Broadcaster: Channel 7
Producer: Northern Pictures Kids

**65 x 30’ HD**
KIDS, LIVE ACTION
Original Broadcaster: Channel 9
Producer: Northern Pictures Kids
Reino Animal
Soaring above the highest mountains...charging across the hottest plains...super species roam every corner of this wild planet. But which animals will top the charts in this wild countdown and be best of the beasts?

Animal Mania
The show that’s crazy about all the creatures we share the planet with. This animal packed show is full to the brim with fun and informative segments. Learn some amazing dog tricks, have a laugh with a Panda that likes to ponder and take a sneaky peak at some of the crazy conversations happening in the animal world.

64 x 11’ HD
KIDS, NATURE & WILDLIFE
Original Broadcaster: Nat Geo
Producer: Northern Pictures Kids

40 x 30’ HD
KIDS, NATURE & WILDLIFE
Original Broadcaster: Nat Geo
Producer: Northern Pictures Kids

The Inspectors
Follow a crime-solving teen who investigates internet scams, identity theft, and even consumer fraud.

70 x 30’ HD
SCRIPTED, DRAMA
Original Broadcaster: CBS
Producer: Litton Entertainment

Most Extreme - Alien Planet Earth
We count down the most extreme animal and human behaviour on planet Earth!

65 x 30’ HD
KIDS, LIVE ACTION
Original Broadcaster: ZooMoo
Producer: Northern Pictures Kids

Make It Big Make It Small
From Tyrannosaurus Rex to wind tunnels, explore things that make kids go wow!

7 x 30’ HD | 14 x 11’ HD
FORMAT AVAILABLE
KIDS, SCIENCE & ENGINEERING
Original Broadcaster: Makeful
Producer: Blue Ant Studios

Grandpa’s Garden
This animated series features the special relationship between grandparents and their grandchildren.

39 x 8’ HD
PRE-SCHOOL, ANIMATION
Original Broadcaster: TVO
Producer: PTV Productions
YouTuber Mimi MisFit takes seven teenagers from across Britain on a fact-finding mission to Holland, one of the world leaders in sex education. Watch as the teens tackle thorny subjects such as online safety, porn, and what ‘normal’ is when it comes to our private parts, safe sex, love and relationships.
At times hilarious, and at others deeply moving, SAVE ME drops us into random lives, mid-sentence, in the moments before they suffer from a medical emergency. We see a slice-of-life moment from each guest character, with a ticking time bomb that unravels the humour and pathos before they are blindsided by a medical event. And all of it is rooted in the on-going stories of our regular cast of paramedics who come to the rescue.

16 x 5-10' HD
SCRIPTED, TRAUMA, COMEDY
Original Broadcaster: CBC Digital
Producer: iThentic
Bigfoot

Controversial megafauna, Bigfoot, finds himself down on his luck. His hunt for meaning, connection, and redemption snacks reveals him to be a complex mix of ego, vulnerability, cool dances, weird smells, and philosophical insight. Can he borrow some money? What is the moon? Please stop honking at Bigfoot? What is a Bigfoot? So many questions...only one Bigfoot.

Gary and His Demons

An animated comedy about a cantankerous, aging demon slayer who has nothing left to lose. Burdened by his “chosen one” status and backed by a team of specialists he can’t relate to, Gary struggles to keep interest in the Earth-saving duty he never asked for and doesn’t want.

6 x 22’ HD | 12 x 11’ HD
SCRIPTED, ANIMATION, COMEDY
Original Broadcaster: VRV
Producer: Look Mom! Productions

8 x 30’ HD | 16 x 11’ HD
SCRIPTED, COMEDY, ANIMATION
Original Broadcaster: VRV
Producer: Look Mom! Productions
Follow the adventures of Jay, a space bus driver and his first mate, a koala named Hamilton. Jay is an avowed ladies man who is often distracted from completing his missions, while Hamilton is trying to avenge the death of his koala brethren. As they travel through space together they find that despite the vastness of the universe, all they really need to survive is each other.

Set 10 years before the events of the international hit Lastman comic series, this 26-episode epic turns Richard Aldana’s rough and tumble routine upside-down as he’s charged with protecting the key to a mystery beyond anything he could have imagined.

PIXVILLE NIGHTLY is a meta concept where existing gaming content is repurposed and presented as “live news footage” from the embattled town of Pixville. In the spirit of The Daily Show and Last Week Tonight, a comedic host details the apocalyptic onslaught that Pixville suffers on a regular basis.

THE SIDEMEN SHOW is an epic adventure series featuring the world-renowned influencers Sidemen, who travel the world while being physically and creatively challenged by celebrities.
The Brief
Follow the relationship between a copywriter and an eccentric art director as they wade through the advertising world.

4 x 6’ HD FORMAT AVAILABLE
SCRIPTED, COMEDY
Producer: Elemental

Night Sweats
NIGHT SWEATS rounds up the most epic series from an open call. The result is some of the funniest shows known to man.

26 x 30’ HD
ANIMATION
Original Broadcaster: Teletoon
Producer: Blue Ant Studios

Family of Champions
A famous YouTube gamer tutors a parent on how to conquer their kids’ favorite video game.

5 x 5-8’ HD
GAMING, FAMILY
Original Broadcaster: Facebook Watch
Producer: Blue Ant Studios

Prank You
No shame and no mercy are the only rules in PRANK YOU, and if you are “in” on the joke it is just the beginning.

6 x 30’ HD FORMAT AVAILABLE
COMEDY, CLIP SHOW
Original Broadcaster: Bite TV
Producer: Blue Ant Studios

Paranormal Survivor: Evil Surrounds You
360 degree technology induces spine-tingling fear in this collection of 6 shorts.

6 x 1’ 360 + HD
PARANORMAL
Producer: Our House Media

National Park Secrets and Legends Shorts
Demons, time-travel, and alien encounters are all explored in this series of hair-raising shorts.

12 x 2’ HD
PARANORMAL
Producer: Galafilm

Makeful Shorts
A collection of shorts featuring makers sharing their ideas and inspiration for food, design and DIY.

160 x 1’ HD
HOME, DESIGN
Original Broadcaster: Makeful
Producer: Blue Ant Studios

Grade A Kitchen
Watch as famous chefs take us on a tour of their home kitchens - and prepare amazing feasts!

5 x 7’ HD
LIFESTYLE, FOOD
Original Broadcaster: Facebook Watch & Makeful
Producer: Blue Ant Studios
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